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FOREWORD

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by Nagra. The
viewpoint,s presented and conclusions reached, are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily represent, those of Nagra.
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SUMMARY

The present Nagra concept for dísposal of high-Ievel waste foresees
emplacing the steel canisters enclosing the borosilicate glass in
tr:nnels of 3.7 m d.iameter at a depLh of 1000 t,o 1500 m. These tunnels
are to be backfÍlled with compacted bentonite, a clay with a high
¡nontmorillonite content. Bentonites are suitable as a backfill due to,
inter alia, their swelling capability, their low hydraulic conductivity
and their sorption properties.

This report is restricted to those chemical aspects of the backfill
material whÍch can affect the behaviour of a repository system: swelling
capability¡ sorption properties and long-term stability.

Under repository conditions, the swelling of montmorillonite uPon wat.er
inflow is primarily innercrystalline. At, present' there is no
microscopíc model which gives a guantitative description of this
process. However, on the basis of equilibrium thermodynamics,
relationships can be deduced between swelling pressure and
experimentally more easÍly determinable \^¡ater vapour sorption isotherms
and heats of immersion.

CaÈion adsorption, which is important for nuslide retention in the
repositoryr c€ln be described by appropriate models. Howeverr for varioUs
reasons, interpretation of published sorpt,ion data is rarely possible
from a theoretical viewpoint and direct diffusion measurements on
compacted bentonite are therefore preferable to the use of sorption
data.

It can be concluded from natural analogue studies and from laboratory
erçeriments that the properties of the backfill material wiII not alter
sigmificantly over a period of 106 years. Nevertheless, in the long
term, the formation of mixed-layer illite/montmorillonite cannot be
ruled out. Such mixed-layer clays still have good swelling and sorption
properties. Given the quantity ratios foreseen, no adverse changes due
to radioactive decay are to be expecÈed.

The interactions between the bentonite and the cont,ainer corrosion
products must, ín the absence of literature data, be investigated
elçerinentally. The type of reactíon products expected (iron-contaíning
clay minerals) and the high bentonite,/iron ratio lead to the conclusion
that the function of the backfill need not be ímpaired by these
processes.

Because of its better stability, a calcium bentonite is preferable to
the sodi-urt variant,. A low iron content is desirable because, under
reducing conditions, the surface charge of the montmorillonite is
j-ncreased by reductj-on of iron (III). Organic and sulphidic contaminants
should also be kept to a ¡n:inimum.
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1 ON THE BACKFII,L
MATERTAI,

1.1 The high-level waste repository concePt

The current Swj-ss concept for disposal of hÍgh-level radioactive
ïraste is described Ín detail in the Nagra Project "Gewähr"
reports /102/. The planned multiple safety barrier principle is
therefore only summarised in Eigure 1.

The waste is immobilised in a borosilícate glass matrix and then
emplaced Ín a self-supporting steel canister with a waII thick-
ness of 25 cm. The canister ís desigrned to have a lifetime of at
Ieast 1000 years. After this timer the concentration of the two
critical nuclides sr-90 and cs-137 has dropped to a negligible
level and the teÍrperature in the repository has reached the
ambj-ent temperature of around 55oC.

The steel canisters are emplaced at a dept'h of 1000 to 1500 m in
the host rock (granite or gneiss) in tunnels with a diameter of
3.7 m. These tunnels are to be backfilled with bentonite¡ i.€. ê
material with a high content of the clay mineral mont-
¡norillonite.

Steel canister

HLW g lass matrix

Host rock

Highly compacted bentonite blocks

F5.g. 1 ¡ The technical safety barrier system in a high-Ievel
ïraste repository. The tunnel diameter is 3.7 m (Nagra).

THE REPOSITORY CONCEPT Al.¡D THE
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1.2 Requ.irements on the backfill material

The backfill material in a repository is an important link in
the safety barrier chaj-n and has to fulfil certain physical/
mechanj-cal and chemical requirement,s. The most important. of
these are (cf. aLso /129, 133, 195, 197/)z

- low water permeability compared to the host rock

- high radionuclid.e retention capacity
- compatibility with other reposj_tory components

- the ability to swe1l and. seal void.s caused by construction and
rock fissures

- plast.icíty to absorb rock displacements and to a1low
homogeneous pressure distribution

- sufficient loading capacity to prevent the canist,er sinking
- stability over a period of at least 106 years

- sufficient availability and economic viabíIity

This list of requirement,s is furfirred more or less successfurly
by a number of materials or compounds. Table 1 gives a select,ion
of suggested backfill materials. A compilation of mat.erial
properties is given in /105/.

Bentonite was selected as a tunnel backfill mat,erial in project.
"Ge\^¡ähr" /102/ and futfils the requirements to a very large
extent.

Table 1: Suggested backfill materials for a repository /25/

Ivlinerals, rocks

Pyrite
Glauconite
Serpentine
Anhydrite
Basalt
Tuff

Drying agents

Calcium oxide
I'lagnesium oxide

Activat.ed carbons

Clays

Na- and Ca-bentonite
IIlite

Zeolites

C1Ínoptilolite
Synthetic products

Silica sand

Metal powd.ers and compounds

Iron
Alumi-nium
Lead oxide
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Sweden also plans to use bentonite as a backfill mat.erj-al.
NuÍierous report,s have been produced in this connecÈion, the more
general ones being /128, 129, 133/. Further works which concern
themselves exclusively or part.ly with bentonite as a backfill
material are /'1O3, 105, 158, 187/. Brookins /25/ gíves a sum¡nary
naínly of American work. The investigations of bentonites
carried out at the request of Nagra are mentioned later in the
text.

1.3 Aim of this report

As there are already numerous publications on the use of
bentonites as a backfill material, thís report is not intended
to give yet another su¡mlary overview but rather to deal wíth the
important chemical aspects which determine or influence the
behaviour of bentonite in a reposit.ory system. The main emphasis
is therefore on swelling behaviour¡ sorptÍon propertíes and
stabi-Iity under repository conditions. In the latter connection,
the interactions of the bentonite with canÍster corrosion
products and with the glass matrÍx have to be taken int'o
account, as weII as possible diagenetic reactions and resistance
to radiation.

Restriction of the report to these selected aspects should not
obscure the fact that a repository is a complex system /'102/ and'
that isolated consid.eration of individual components can
sometimes lead to incorrect conclusions.
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2 THE STRUCTURE OF CT,AY MINERALS AND NATUR.AL BENTONITES

2.1 The structure of clay mj-nerals

The essential component of bentonites is the clay mineral
montnorillonite, the propertj-es of which are closely li-nked to
its structure. The structure of clay minerars j.s discussed here
only in so far as is necessary for the understanùing of their
chemicar and physicar propert,ies. More extensive treatment, of
physical aspects can be found, in the monographs /23, 63/ which
form the basis for the forrowing information. The ,siricatesrr
/86/ and. "clays and clay minerals,' /a5/ chapters of Ullmannrs
Encyclopaedia of Technical Chemistry give a more concise
presentaÈion.

2.1 .1 St,ructural principles

The strirctural components of the layer silicates (phy1lo-
silicates) are [SiO4]-tetrahedrons (T) and [MO6l-octahedrons
(O), ttre metal ion M usually being aluminium or magnesíum. The
oct'ahedrons fonn layers from two sheets of crose-packed o)<ygen
or hydroxyl ions (figrure 2). With M = AIr onLy 2/3 of the
octahedral posit.ions are occupied (dioctahedrar series). !{ith M
= M9, all positions are occupÍed (trioctahedral series).

The [SiO4]-tetrahedrons are lir¡ked together in the form shown in
Figure 2: all silicon atoms lie in one plane. This arrangement
d,oes not result i-n close oxygen packing: each set of six
tetrahedrons encloses a hexagonal gap.

Q rnd (-lì - tlyrlroryls I Iuminums. ñågncs¡ums, clc

O .¡ C) - oryron¡ Qrnrl O - glþoîl

The structural component.s of the layer silicates. Above:
[MOe ] -oct,aherlrons and their arrangement. in the O-Iayer.
Below: ISiO4J -tetrahedrons and their arrangement in the
T-Iayer in the form of a hexagonal network /63/,

Fig. 2z
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Fig.

The large variety of Iayer silícates is due to the different
seguencing of T and o layers. The two-layer silicates such as
kaolinite are constructed from T-O stacks while the micaceous
three-Iayer silicates have a T-O-T layer sequence. Further
variations are achj-eved through the isomorphic replacement of
metal ions, for exarrpte by substitution of AI(III) for an si(IV)
in the T-Iayer or replacement, of octahedral AI(UI) by M9(II).
Such substitutions give the layer units a negative charge which
is balanced by cations in the interlayer spaces (Figrure 3). The
charge density of the layers and the hydration behaviour of the
interlayer cations are the main parameters influencing the
swelling and ion-exchange behaviour of the clay minerals. A high
layer charge and low heat of hydratíon of the interlayer cation
(e.g. f+) result in stable bonding of Èhe layer units in the
case of m.icas. These minerals do not swell in vtaÈer and t'he
interlayer ions cannot be exchanged. Table 2 gives a systematic
overview of the different groups of three-layer silicates.

BEIOELLITE

-Al¡.
Al!'¡o¡ Sl"

MONTMORILLONITE

a

-5-

sl"

llg" ror Al t'

a
NONTRONITE

al!'¡o¡ Si"

F¡r'

3: Smectite stnrcture wíth the main isomorphic
substitutions. The interlayer spaces (a) contain
cations and water /132/.
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2.1.2 Structural models

Kaolinite j-s a two-Iayer silicate with the structural formula
S[A'14O10(On¡t (Fígure 4). The T-O layer units are uncharged and
held together by van der Vlaals forces. Kaolinite is triclinic
wíth a = 5.155 Â, b = 8.959 Â' c = 7.407 Ã'' o = 91.68o,
ß = 104.87ot \ = 89.930. Ha1loysÍte has a similar structure, its
Iayer unit.s being separated by 2 or 4 H2O per formula unit.
Serpentine minerals are trioctahedral variants of the kaolinite
structure /86/.

O o,yænt

@ tty¿.tytt

| Àuminum

OO f¡¡li¡ns

Fig. 4: The structure of kaoliniEe /63/.

Monoclinic pJlgP!¡ll!þ¡ Al4Sigo2g(oH)4, can be consi-dered as a
prototype for the three-layer silicates. It ís constructed from
T-O-T layer units (Figure 5). Because the layers are not charged
in this IIlilneral, the individual units are also held together by
van der !{aals forces in this case. The trioctahedral variant. Ís
talc, l{96SigO2g (oH)4.

o

.<T
nl-.tLrì I

'ålrùl-

0
s¡
0.0H
AI
0,0H
s¡
0

ás=8,94

Fig. 5: The structure of pyrophyllite. Projection parallel to
the c-axis on (001) and on a plane vertical to the
a-axis. co = 18.55 Â /e6/.

o

OH
,E

o
(\

ì{T
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Montmorillonite is derived from pyrophylrite through isomorphic
rÇffiã[lãFaluminium with nagnesium Ín the octahedrar tayer.
rn the case of beiderrite, the layer charge is locarised in the
tetrahedrar layers (repracement of siricon with aluminium). The
Iayer charge of these minerals,lies in the range of 0.2 Eo 0.6
unit charges per O19(OH)2-unit, i.e. per half unit cell. This is
balanced þ cations in the interlayers (Figure 6). The charge
and size of these ions and, therefore, their hydratíon behaviour
determine (with a given layer charge) the spacing of the T-O-T
packages, i.e. the crystallographic c-axis.

f¡ci¡ll3rôbþ c.lþns
nH"O

Q o.¡cns @ x¡oryrr ! Ar,,nrrnr ron, tn Sr¡¡¡,/m

O ¡nd O f¡li'r, cc¡sþñtllt tlum¡num

Fig. 6: Montmorillonite stnrcture according to Hofmann et al.
/63/.

Edel¡nann and Favejee /42/ have suggest.ed an alternative struc-
tural model for montmorillonit.e, which should give a better
expranation of adsorption behaviour in particular (Figure 7). rn
contrast with Hofmannrs model, every second ¡sioa1 -tetrahedron
is inverted and points in the interrayer direction with an oH
instead of an oxygen. For reasons of electro-neutrality, i-t is
necessary to reprace oxygen by oH ions in the octahedrar layer.
The ideal formula is Al4SigO16(OH)12. This model is able to
explain cation exchange capacity without. Iayer charge by
isomorphic replacement because the hydrogen ions of the oH group
can be exchanged for cations.
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Etchngeo& Cofiat
nHrO

Fig. 7: Modified structural model of montmorillonite according
to Edelmann and Favejee /63/.

A1Èhough this model gives a better explanation of sorption
chemistry than the Hofmann model, its authors have found no
conclusive argurlents from X-ray investigat,ions against the
Hofnann model. An even more modified suggestion /a3/ in which
only 20t of the tetrahedrons are inverted aPpears questionable
/63r g.A9/. For this reason, the structural model in Figrure 6 is
generally accepted today.
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Illite and the micas also have a si_milar structure to
montmorilronite. They differ from the latter in having increased,
isomorphic replacemenÈ of silicon by aruminium and. in the layer
charge being baranced by non-hydrated potassíum ions (Figure g).

Coryçns, @nyarotyrc, ) arumthum, Õ tunss,u.
Q ond a SthconS (one lourth fcptoced Oy atunintñ)

Fig. 8: The structure of muscovibe /63/.

rn the endme¡nbers of the seríes, a guarter of the siricon is
replaced by aruminium and. the rayer charge is therefore 2 per
unit cell. The dioctahedral endmember is muscovite,
K2Al4(Si6A12)O2g(OH)a. The micas of the biotite group are
trioctahedral with magmesium and iron in the octahedral
positj-ons (biotite: K2(Mg,Fe)6(Si6At2 )O29(OH)a. )
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Chlorite has a simj.lar structure to the smectites, wit'h the
difference that the interlayers are filled with a magnesiult
hydroxide layer (brucite layer¡ see Fig'ure 9). Chlorite j.s

t.rioctahedral ( (Mg,Fe)6(Si¿AI)go2q (oH)4). ttre negative charge of
the T-O-T layer unit is balanced by ísomorphíc replacement of
magnesium with aluminium in the brucite layer. This layer has
the general forrnrla [M96-*Al*(oH)1 2]*+.

Fig. 9: The structure of chlorite /63/.

Natural clay nulnerals often do not correspond to ideal compo-
sitions and structures. For exaqple, isomorphic replacement in
montmorillonites is not restricted solely to the octahedral
Iayer. There are often interstratifications of structural units
of different minerals, e.g' irlite/smectíte or smectite,/
chlorite. such interstratifications can be statistical 0r
regular (cf . e.g. p.251 j.n /23/').

tl
rl

'¡l
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2.2 Natural bentonit,es

There is a cornprehensi.ve monograph on bentoníEes /64/. vogt and.
Köster /175/ have carried out ín-depth chemicar and. minerarogic
investigations on 19 bentonite samples. Further reference shourd.
be made to the monographs /171, 172/ which deal particularly
with the properties of the individual clay minerals.

Bentonites - named, after Fort Benton where they were
discovered. - are plastic clays with a high swelling capacity.originarly, the term bentonit,e was used only for those products
produced i-n situ by a reaction of volcanic ash with water.
Ilowever, the term is arso used occasionarry for crays wÍth
'rbentonitic" propert.ies formed by hydrothermar arteration of
volcanic rock.

The main component of bentonites is montmorillonite, the content
of which can range from 65 to 99t. Depend,ing on the composit,ion
of the vorcanic ash and the for¡r,ation conditi-ons, bentonites
contai-n varying proportions of quartz, m:Lca, feldspars and otherminerals.

The montmori-rlonite int.erlayers most.ry contain calcium, often
together with nagmesium. sodium montmorillonit,es are rarer,
typical ones being the wyoming bentonites. The nature of the
exchangeabre cations is determined by the composition of the
volcanic ash and there is no correlation with water composit,íon.
The montmorilronite in benÈonites is unusualry finely grained.
Most part,icles are smaller than 0.2 ¡rn.
Bentonites are found, worrd-wide /6a/ but often not in workable
d'eposits. The lrtyoming bentonites have already been mentioned.
There are further deposits ín South Dakota and Montana.
significant d.eposits of ca-benÈonites exist in Bavaria, the
mont'morirronite containing large quantit,ies of iron in the
octahedral layer. The swiss bentonite at. Bischofszerl is only a
s¡narr deposit. rts high layer charge of 0.64 per o1g(oH)2-unit
and high magnesium content made it unsuitabre as a'¡acreilt
mat,erial .

An Na-bentonite (MX-80 from Wyoming) and a Ca,bentonj"te(l4ontigel from tsavaria) were investigated, more closely in
connect.ion with project Gewähr /106, 107/. Their mineral0gic
composition is given in Tabre 3. Noteworthy is the different
content of organic carbon which could be important for the
complexation of heavy metals.

The mineral formulae and further properties are summarised in
Table 4.
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Table 3 ¡ Mineralogic composition of the bentonites IvIX-80 and
Montigel in percentage of kiln-dried samples /107/'

66
8.3

12-15
2-4
3.8

2
0

2-3
0.03

75
15.2

<1
5-8
1.4

<1
0.3

2
o.4

lr[ontnori]-lonite
Quartz
Mica
Feldspars
Carbonates
KaoIinÍte
Pyrite (FeS2)
Other minerals
Organic carbon

Montigel
t

MX-80
t

Mineral

Table 4: Mineral formulae and other data for the bentonites
Mx-80 and MontigeL /107/.

Montigel:

2.847 9/cm3

66r

375.0 s

4% r&/s

62 meq/l00g

6lt Ca2+
368 ¡¡g2+

0.28

2.755 g/cm3

75r

3'72.6 g

5oz m2/g

76 meq/1009

86t Na+

0 .30

Itlontmorillonite content

Mo1ar mass of montmorillonite

Bentonite surface

Cation exchange caPacitY

Exchangeable íons

Interlayer charge Per
olo(ott)2-unit

DensiÈy of bentonite

MontigelIVIX-80

Mineral formula of rnontmorillonite:

Mx-80: (si¡.goAro.o¿) (A1.l.ss""3lzou"3lo1Ms0. z+lo,to(oH)rNao.ro

,io. 
oo 

(or1 
. ¡oF"ålgrr"3. o r*ro. as )o,lo (oH) 

2 
(ca,Me) 

o. 14
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3 CLAY/VüATER SYSTEII'IS

3.1 Vrlater composition in contact wj-th bentonite

pH is an important. parameter with respect to the corrosion
behaviour of the steer canister and the grass vüaste natrix. rn
the bentonite backfill, it. is not determined by the pH of the
formation water alone. solution equiribria, possible diagenetic
reactions and. reactions of irpurities can alt affect the pH.

With a low water flow through the backfill, the water
composition is initially modified by the sorubi-rity of the
bentonite. Both congnrent and incongruent dissolution read to an
increase in pIt, e.g. according to

3 Na6.¡¡AlZ.33Si3 .67019 (oH)2 + lZ1/2 H2o ->
31 /2 tl2si2o5(on)4 + 4 H4sio4 + Na+ + oH-

(Na-smectite -+ kaolinite).

rf literature varues for montmorirronite solubility /161, 164/
are included in the model carculations, the water composition
can be determined in principle. There are, however, difficulties
with regard to data selection.

lvlontmorillonite affects water composition not onry through it.s
solubility but also by ion-exchange. I,\¡anner /176rl t,ook this
effect into account. in model calculations for a bentonite and,
with a given groundwater composition, found pH increases of 2 to
3 units.

snerrmanrs experiments /15o/ with a mod.el water show an increase
in the alkalinity of the water and in pH to about 10 in the
presence of bentonite. other authors have measured pH varues of
9.8 (in 0.01 I'r Nact) and B.B (1.0 M Nact) in the aqueous phase
in contact with bentonite /104/. According to Lanza and Ronsecco
/99/, the pH of water,/clay mixes is depend,ent on the solid
fraction (rigure 10). es pH measurement. in clay suspensions can
be difficult due to the parrmann effect /122, p.211/ and because
the experimental conditions are not described in detail, the
literature data are not easy to interpret. rt can tentatively be
deduced that, the pH in bentonite pore-rrrater ries in the range of
8 to 10.
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pH
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7
o lo 20 )o 40 * cLay

Fig. 10: Dependence of pH on the clay fraction in clay,/water
mixes.
o: bentonite .: montmorillonite /89/'

Hydrothermal alteration of montmorillonite j-n the temperature
range 150 to 275oC showed a drop in pn from 8-9 to 3-6 /78/'
This acidification was linked with emplacement of aluminium
hydro:ry complexes in the interlayers. As discussed in
section 6.5, such chloritisation of the montmorillonite can
result in a drop ín pH. Increasing the layer charge also leads
to acídification if the cations reguired to compensate the
additional layer charge originate from an outside source:

8 Nag.¡gAlZ.E¡Si¡ .67o1g(oH)2 + 2 Na+ + 12 H2o ->
7 Nag.OOAIZ.OOSi¡.33o1g(OH)2 + 6 H4Sio4 + 2 H+

The sigmíficance of such reactions for the repository situation
should not be overestimated. As they proceed very slowly - if
at aII (sections 6.4 and 6.5) - the residual bentonite can
absorb the acid produced by way of dissolution reactions or
ion-exchange. Recent informaEíon /177/ ín:d.ícates that the drop
in pH was observed only with a part,icular Ca-bentonite'
Investigations of four other bentonites did not reveal this
phenomenon.
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Bentonites oft'en contaÍn organic and surphidic impurities.
oxidat'ion of these in the init,iar disposar phase produces theacidic react,ion products CO2 and SO2r or SO3. Heating of anat'urar clay wit'h lt pyrite and.0.2 to 1* õrganic impuritiesresulted in the format.ion of acidic condensates /32,1ø/.Laboratory test,s gave pH varues of.4.1 (50oc), 2.3(100oc) and1.4 (150oC) for the condensates. In "in-situ,' experíments,
however, the pH of the condensed moisture was found to be 5 to 6in the same temperature range. The pfl in freshly exposed clay
was found to be 10.1 to 10.5. comparison between laboratory ãndfield experiments suggests that, Ín the large-scale test,, lheclay mass functíons as a buffer.

3.2 Water uptake and swe llinq of clay minerals

3.2.1 Swelling of montmorillonite

smectites and vermicurites can absorb waÈer into the interlayers
and thus swell. As A. !{eiss /lg1/ pointed out ín his classic
work, the main parameters affectj-ng this process are

- the surface density of the charge (or the equivalent surface)

- the charge and solvation behaviour of the int,errayer ions

- the erectroryte concentrat,ion or the vrater activity.
Figure 1 1 shows the behaviour of some three-rayer siricates inerectroryte sorutions. The lowly charged smectites can disperse
completely wj_th monovalent. interlayer ions (Figrure 12) while theswerring of the ca-smectites is restricted. rt, can be seen fromFigrure 11 that swelring wi-th the introduction of lrater rayers isa st,epwise process. The structural aspects are presented in
/'154, 155/. Etnplacement of the first, water rayei with row wateractivities leads to a layer widening of 0.25 nm (Figure 13). Thecations are partry coordinated by the oxygen of the siloxane
surface. !{ith two water layers (Figure 14), the interlayer ionsare coordinated, octahedralry. with further water uptake, the
coordinat,ion octahedron alters it.s orientation (Fig¡ure 15). rn
ca-montmorirlonite the maximum rayer widening is around 1 nm.
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Dependence of layer spacing of three-layer silicates in
agueous electrolyEe solutions on the layer charge' the
interlayer cation and the electrolyte concentration
/8s/.

1. Na-smectites under NaCI solution
2. Na-vermiculítes under NaCl solution
3. K-smectÍtes under KCI solution
4. K-verm:iculites under KCI solution
5. Ca-smectites under CaCl2 solution
6. Ca-vermiculites under CaCI2 solution
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Fíg. 12¡ The formation of colloidal dispersions of sodium
smectites. Calcium smectites have only a limited
swelling capabilitr /e5/.
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Fis.

Fig.
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(o)

(b)

13: The water structure in an Mr-montmorillonit.e with one
vrater layer. The oxygen atoms of the tetrahed.ral layer
are shaded.. a) parallel, b) vertical to the c-axis
/15s/.

I'
14: First and second water layer with octahedral

arrangement of six water morecules around. every cat,ion.
!{ídening of the layer spacing to around. 5 E. The
cations lie in the central plane between the layers
/zz¡'
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2o

Co2*

e
Fis. 15: Exploded diagram of calciu¡t montmorillonite with three

water layers /155/.

The emplacement of a maxirn¡m of four water layers is termed
innercrystalline swelling and is determined to a large extent by
the layer charge and the hYdratíon propertíes of the interlaYer
ions. I'fore extensive swellíng can occur due to a difference in
the osmotÍc pressures in the Ínterlayer sPace and in the outer
solutíon (osrnotic swelling). Because the interlayer ions are
fíxed for electrostatic f,êâsortsr r¡tater is taken up into the
interlayer spaces to balance concentration, prov.ided there was

origÍnaIIy a higher concentration in the interlayer spaces.
Osmotic swelling depends to a large extent on the electrolyte
concentration and the valency of the dissolved ions. Inner-
crystalline swellÍng, on the other hand, depends only slightly
on these factors.

The work of Keren and Shainberg /82/ gives a good insight into
!ìrater uptake by Na- and Ca-montmorillonite because, in each
case, the water vapour adsorption isotherms, the crystallo-
graphic c-spacing and the heats of immersion were determÍned for
the safrÌe clay.

It follovrs from the sorption isotherms (Figure 16) that the
nontmorillonj-t,e,/water interactions are stronger for the
Ca-variant than for the Na-modification. The isotherms intersect
only at e/eox0.85 which - in contrast with Na-montmorillonite -
can be explained by the limited swelling capability of the
Ca-variant.
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Relotivc vopour pr?trure. P/pc

Fig. 16: lrlater vapour adsorpt.ion and d.esorption isotherms for
Na- and Ca-nontmorillonite /92/.

v'rhire water uptake is continuous with increasing water vapour
pressure, this is not. true for the alteration of the crystal-
Iographic c-axis *) (Figure 12). F'or Ca-montmorillonite, the
layer spacing is already 1.5 nm (corresponding to two !ûater
rayers) with low water activitÍes, although insufficient, \ârater
has been incorporated to filt these two rayers. This \,rourd.
require 230 ng of water per g clay. rn the case of Na-mont-
morillonite, the layer spacing initially increases continually
up to n/noxO.2 and there reaches a value of 1.26 nm (corres-
ponding to one water layer). Up to e/eoæ0.6, this layer is
successively filled (114 mg Hzo/s clay). rn contrast with the ca
variation¿ the second hrater layer is introduced only after
filling of the first one (p,/po 0.6 to 0.9). !{ith p/po = 0.9, thelayer spacing for the two variants is approximately i.5 nm
although the amount of water absorbed corresponds to more than
two Íþnolayers, i.e. some of the h¡at,er cond.enses on the outer
surfaces of the clay particles.

* ) !'¡ater uptake in the case of vermiculites is arso st,epwise
/121 / .
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Fig. 17: Adsorption isotherms (o) and c-spacíngs for Na- and
Ca-montmorillonite /82/ .

Systematic differences between Na- and Ca-montmorillonite can
also be seen in the heats of immersion (Figrure 18) and are
particularly clear if the values are related to the water and
not to the clay fraction (Figure 19).
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19: Heats of immersion for Na- and ca-montmorillonite after
pre-equilibration to specific water contents /82/.
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Fig. 19: Heat. released per millimole of adsorbed ÌÀrater for Na-
and Ca-montmorillonite /A2/.

For Ca-montmorillonite, the heat of immersion per mole of water
is quite high for the first two adsorbed millimoles with
3.3 kcal and then drops to 2.5 kcal,/mole for the third
millimole. After these adsorption steps, the calcir¡¡n is
coordinated with 6 to I water molesules which is in keeping with
the neasured layer spacing. Complete filling of the first two
water layers occurs with continuously decreasing heat of
inmersion per mole of water.

For the Na variant,, the first three mj-Ilimotes of water are
almost equivalent, energetically. The amount corresponds to
formation of 2/3 of a monolayer or 3.3 H2O per sodium ion.
Filling of the first and developnent of the second $rater layer
occurs at a significantly lower level with low energy
differences.

As Keren and Shaj.nberg /a2/ also include many earlier works in
their discussi-on, it i-s not necessary to su¡nmarise these here.
Reference should however be made to Kijne /g3/ who lnas
investigated, inter alia, the effect of the interlayer cat,ion
(Li+, Na+, NH4+, Rb+, csi, ca2*) on the heat. of immersion. The
publication by Zett.Iemoyer et aL. /19'l/ is also of interest as
it measured stepwise development of the heat of ímmersion as a
function of the pre-adsorbed water for a lrfyoming bentonite.

-nonl,
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If a smectite swells within a restricted volume, a swelling
pressure builds up which, depending on the density of the
material used, Can reach Several hundred bars. It can thuS reach
the order of magrnitude of the tithostatic pressure in the
repository (Figure 20) /27, 131/. Under these conditions, the
water content of the bentonite is below 30t. This corresponds to
around three interstitíal water layers in the montmorillonite
structure.

Innercrystalline swelling is therefore of prime importance under
repository conditions and osmotic swelling is Iess sigmificant.
This ueans that the salinity of a groundwater does not Ínfluence
swelling pressure because only osmotic swelLing depends to any
extent on ionic concentration. This was confirmed by Swedish
investigations (Figure 21): with swelling pressures over ca.
100 bars, the effects of the solution composition disappear'

swelling
pressure

I N/mrl I
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Swelling pressure of MX-80 and llontigel bentonites as a

function of reduced dry density at saturatron.
Shaded: range of measured values according to /27/'
Points: results of Swedish investigations.
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!,lhere Pred =
vo +av

Ms: mass of the bentonite

Vo: original bentonite volume

AV: volume increase through swelling
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Fig. 212 SwelU-ng pressures of Ir[X-90 bentonite at 20"C wíth
different solutions.
*: synthet,ic aroundwater. o: distÍIled water.
A: 0.6 M NaCI solut.ion tr¡0.3 M CaCI2 solution
/131/.

With regard to the possible temporal alterat.ion of
montmorillonite (Chapter 6), it should be noted. Èhat íl1it.es or
products with illite,/smectiùe interstratificat,ions show a
certain swelling tendency. Examples of this are given in
Figrure 22 /27/. rn the case of non-expanding rayer silicates it
is to be expected that, the swelling behaviour wirl d,epend on
particle size because onry the outer surfaces of the cray
aggregates are involved in the swelling procêss.

The swerling of clay minerals is summarised in various books
/50 , 63, 122,/ , the main emphasj.s being on free swelling.
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Measured
swelling Pressurê

[ ¡/..2 ]

l.¿

b - llb - ultrasonically treated
metabentoniÈe

vfater pressure Q.$ fl/¡¡¡2
T=20-90oC
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FLg. 223 Comparison of the swelling pressures of different
naterials /27/.

3.2.2 Interparticular forces and calculation of s\relling pressure

There are varÍous r€thods for predicting swellJ-ng pressure on a
theoretj-cal basis. When assessing and applying such models it
Í[rst be noted that the interlamellar spacings of the
montmorillonite under repository conditions are 2 nm or less.
The understanding of forces operating over s¡uch small distances
is st.ill incomplete /113/ and caution or even scepticism is in
order when continuum models are aPplied to the molecular scale
("2Â*-" /'l'13/1.

Ehe structure and propert.ies of adsorbed vtater differ from those
of the ftuid phase. The lessons to be learned from the story of
polywater /51/ serve as a warning to proceed with caution and to
resist speculation.

The literature on these two subjects is extensive and only a

small part has been taken into consideration here. There is no
guarantee that the selection is accurate as Franks /51/ cJ-aíms

"... that many of the publications on the subject of bonded
water are of only average quality¡ this eras true in 1960 and
still holds today".
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3.2.2.1 lhe ÐLVO mod,el

The DLVO model (names after Derjaguin, Landau, Vervey and
overbeck) describes the interactíons between charged surfaces in
aqueous solutions as superposition of an electrostatic repulsion
and an attraction by van d,er waals forces. The mod.el has proved
i-ts worth in general cotroid chemistry. As further consider-
at.ions show that this moder cannot be applied to the swelring of
compacted' bentonite, the basic principles are not present,ed
here. Detaired derivations can be found ín /70, 122/ and sposito
/155/ gives a critical d,Íscussion.

The basic tenets of the DLvo theory are contained, in Figures 23
and 24. rn cont.rast with doubre layer repulsionr the van der
flaals attraction is not d,ependent, on the electrolyte concentra-
tion. The DLvo theory therefore predicts a surface repulsion
which decreases with increasing erect,roryte concentrations and
becomes an attraction at high ionic strengrths (Figrure z¿. r-1 is
the "thickr¡ess" of the erectric doubre layer which increases
with decreasing ionic strength). For very smalr interparticular
distances in the atomic range, the model predi-cts - contrary to
experience - an attraction for alr ionic strengths. This
deviatj-on cannot be explained b! inherent. defects in the double-
Iayer theory alone (cf. /1SS/), }¡tL other forces which are not
t'aken into account in the DLVO theory become operative. The
applicabirity of the model is therefore restri-cted. to inter-
particular distances of more than approximately 5 nrr /113, 115/.

u"l

DOUBLE-LAYER R€PULSION
AT THR€E OIFFERENT ELECTROLYTE

CONCENTRATIONS

LOw

INTERMEDIATE

PARTICLE

von der wools
ATTRACTION

uol

The DLVO theory: repulsion of the electrolytic double
layers with different electrolyte concentrations and
van der Waals attraction as a function of part.icle
separation.

HIGH

Fig. 232
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(d)

(c)

distonce between
surfoces

Fig. 242 Effect of electrolyte concentration on total
interaction enerçfy of two spherical particles with a

radius of 100 nm. a) K'1 =-10-7cm b) K-1 = 10-6cm
c) K-1 = 10-5cm d) K-1 = 10-4cm. *-1 (the "thickness"
of the double layer) increases with increasing dilution
/124/.

The repulsion force which prevails below distances of 5 nm is
considered as a solvatÍon force. It is applied to dehydrate the
inùerlayer cations or the clay surface. Barclay and ottewill
/12/ poslulated the solvation force on the basis of compression
experiments with clay,/water systens (cf . also /1 19/') '
Development of a measuring technique for determ:Lning forces
between nr-ica platelets in the range 0 to 100 nm /76/ ]aas led to
a better experimental understanding of solvation force.
Figure 25 shows the results of such measurements. The difference
between measurement and the DLVO model can be expressed by the
relationship

Y (d) exp (-gu)solv

(d: variable spacing, ¡¡¡e0.03 to 0.05 N'm-lr ôp0.3 to 1 nm). In
the temperature range 20 to 65"C, the values of 0 and ô do not
change¡ on the other hand, the numerical value of c[ depends on

the type of cation and its concentration (/155' p'216/ )' This
agrees qualitatively with the low temPerature dependence of the
swelling pressure. It is therefore clear from Figure 25 that the
DLVO model cannot be applied to the intercrystalline swelling of
montmorilloníte.

For the sake of completeness, reference should, be made to the
report /120/ which links deviatÍons from DLVO behaviour of
montmorillonite with the geometric arrangement of the clay
platelets (cross-Iinking) .
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MUSCOVITE
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Force per unit length (energy per unit surface) between
ru,rscovit,e surfaces in aqueous KBr solution at pH 6.2.
The curve gives the sum of electrostatic and van der
I¡taals forces /125 , 155/.

As already ind.icated, the DLvo moder suffers from the weaknesses
of the doubre-layer theory. Not only are there several double-
rayer moders avaÍlabre, but there are also difficutties invorved
in their mathennt.icar treatment and, finally, in the serection
of numericar values to be used. values between 2 and 50 are
availabre for the rerat,ive dielectric constanÈ of water on
phyllosilicates (/155, p.70/). The problem is usually avoid.ed j.n
practice by using the value for pure water (Dæg0).

A recent critique of applicaÈj-on of doubre-rayer moders to the
swelling of montmorillonite can be found in Low /97/, proceeding
from the experimental finding that less than 2t of the
exchangeable cations are dissociated, he concludes that doubre-
layer repulsion can onry make a smarl contribut.ion to swelling
pressure (Figure 26). Low's critique of earlier works which,
gi-ven sufficient,ry large rayer distancesr found an agreement
between the DLVO theory and measurement. (e.g. /179/), relates to
the surface charge density on which the doubre-rayer carcura-
tions are based. rf the correct value determined from the zeta
potent'ial is used in place of Èhe effective surface charge
density, mod.el calculation and neasurement no ronger agree. This
Iine of argument. is pursued in a lat.er report /174/.
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Fig.26:

Models which interPret swelU-ng pressure as osmotic pressure of
the interlayer solution and use a double-layer model to deter-
mine interlayer concentratLon /145, 190/ also aPpear question-
able on the basis of the above considerations.
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3 .2.2.2 Low I s semi_-empirical model

-30-

Low and Margheim /95/ found the folrowing empirical rerationship
for the swerring pressure po of different Na-Íþntmorilronites

m^
(PO * 1) = exp(" .:-)

td

(ms: g of solid, m*: g of wat,er). The parameter o could be
described (also elçirically) as a function of the specific
surface s (cm2/g) and the cation exchange capacity z (meq/g) z

0 = 3.609 tO-7s + 1,332 z - 0,678

!o

20

t.O

=+t*
I o.o

s
ao

r.o

o.o
O.4 O5 O¡ O q2 Ora 06 O¡ lO

m^/m,

Eí9. 27: The relationship between swelling pressure Í and the
montmorillonite,/water ratio rn,n/\o for different
montmorillonites /96/.

úot

o

Fig. 28¡ The signifi-cance of a and À
pressure /96/.

Í

in Lowrs model of swelling
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(2 (r r)
p

A further report /96/ checked this model for numerous other
¡nontmorillonites in the range P^f7 bars and developed it
further. The swelling behaviourYshown in Figrure 27 Ls described
by

(Po+ 1) = exP "[ä; - .H,"] (1)

(ns/Í\,v). is the clay,/water ratio at zero swelling pressure. The
*"7t, ratio ís now expressed with interlayer s¡ncing À (Figure
28). The mass of the interlayer water is |la¡Iitp (p: density
of water). The mass of the montmorillonite idttb =X mj. As the
proportion of crystal edges over the total surface is small, a
good approximation of the specific súrface is given by

S=Xa./tm,))
There then results for the proportion of interlayer water

m('-vt)in.ru = + ÀPs

s

It is argrued further that the intercrystalline water content
(pore-water, water between the clay aggregates) is proportíonal
to the total vÍater content:

lIId

NLÞ inter
m$t

-r--
m

s
)

and thus

t" l' ' 9's
ms

2(r - r)

1 - r is the proportion of water in the interlayers. Equation
( 1 ) can novt be formulated as

(P + 1) = "*p J-ooL
( )_1 _ltrÀ (2)l

o

If the semi-empirj-cal expression

0,=â'S+b'Z
(a, b: constants) Ís combíned with the surface charge
density 6l= : r then

0=S(a+b'6).
UsÍng this term and assuming that

finally
meq/cm2

1- r . thenp

(PO+ 1) - exp
(3)

[<2"*2b.€)(ï-i)J
results from equatíon (2). 2a = 7.5x10-7, 2b = 2-3 (d in

I /e6/ .
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Fig. 292
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rnit'ially, this moder is persuasive because of it,s simpricity.
rt states that the swelh-ng behaviour of a montmorillonite can
be est,imated from the surface charge density¡ i.e. from the
experi-mentalty easiry accessible paramet,ers of specific surface
and cation exchange capaci_ty. However, most of the nont-
morillonites investigat,ed do not, show Èhe simple connection
between swelring pressure and water content shown in Figure 27.
As can be seen from Figiure 29, two different, values sn¡st, be used
for m"/rç and l.o when describing the swelling properties of
these clays. Ào can also have negative values (Figure 30) which
puts the physical significance of this paramet,er into question.

q2 0¡

lo

2Ð

r.o

=+¡-r\ Oo

-g

?8

ro

oo oEoqzq4q6qsto

2.O

m^/m,

The relationship between swelling pressure and the
nonünorillonite/water ratio for a group of
montmorillonites (cf. Figure 27,) /96/.

lo

r.o

r.o 2þ 3.0 4p

rc6/^, (cm')

The relationship between swelling pressure and, 1/)¡ ,
assuming that the layer spacing À is independent of
Èhe nature of the montmorillonite /96/.

=+
N

c

Rio Eræôdlóollolkn

Argüllr8lr¡ Wbrlrl

Fis. 30:
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3.2.2.3 Thermodynamic models

Classical thermodynamics describes the properties of macroscopic
systems. It, is not possible to draw any direct unequívocal
conclusions on the swelling mechanism and the st'ructure of
adsorbed water from this concept. Introduction of microscopic
parameters leads to unnecessary confusion /152/.

It should also be recalled that thermodynamic properties of
mixtures (e.g. a cLay/water system) can be distributed only
fornrally over the properties of the components /154/. 'I}:e
thermodynamic functions are well-defined parameters if the clay
phase is not j-nert, but in this case the changes should not - as
often happens (e.g. /122, p.152) - Ue attributed solely to the
aqueous phase. !,Ihat follot¿s is to be understood und'er this
reservation.

Reference should be made to Sposito /153/ for an introduction to
the thermodynamics of soil waters.

Sposito /152/ and, j-ndirectlyr Low and Anderson /94/ have
derived the connection between swelling pressure Pg and
relative partial free energy on the basis of equilibrium
thermodynamics

t,"-tÏ=-i,o'Po

Given the general relationshiP

(1)

(2t
o o o

gw-8w=(h*-h*r) - T(sn -s)

there results

Since

h-h s - s----W Vt Ì,{ 1"

=-------¡I---=-----

o o

G

% v
w

(3)
v

w

o o
G = t{(g I )=RTlna = RT Ln p/p (4)

tú w w o

with eguation (1) there results

RT
= - ----

M'-v
It

1n p/p
o (5)

relative partial molar free energy of water in the
clay,/water system (.t'rnot-1 )

w Hzo

Po

where:
À^oew-9¡
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relative partial specifi-c free energy of water in the
claylwater syst.em (¡.S-1 )
The corresponding relative partial parameters
enthalpy (Hrh) and entropy (Srs) are similarly
defined.

partial specific volume of the water. ttith low vrat.er
contents, the density of the adsorbed, water is lower
than in the fluid phase /5/ so that ïrno >1 cm3.g-1.
Oliphant and Low /117/ uge the ernpirióal correction
V* = 1.002 exp(O.036 .$þ¡).

il"
vapour pressure of adsorbed and pure wat,er

nolecular wej-ght of the water

: activity of the water

Equation (5) implies that the swelli_ng pressure can, Ín
principle, be derived from water adsorption isotherms. The
equation can be appried to salt-containing solutions /1s2/.
The rerative part.J-al entharpy can be determined from the heat. of
immersion /e since

Ao
o

(hro - h*) dv--=
m

s
9¡o

The swerling pressure can only be det.ermined from the heat of
immersion if the entropy term in equation (3) is known or is
neglígib1e in comparison with the enthalpy term.

oliphant and Low /117/ deternr-lned the rerative partiat entropies
for water in montmorillonite-wat,er mixtures from measurements of
heat of i¡nmersion and swelling pressure. The data in Table 5
which are based on equation (3) show that the entropy term
shourd not be ignored. $¡Íth a waber/clay ratio of 0.25 - more or
ress representative for a repository backfitr - both terms have
the same order of magrnitude.

The entropy difference between adsorbed and free water d.epends
on the interlayer cations /83/ and. is larger for
ca-montmorillonite than for Na-montmoriltonite. Further varues
for relative partiar entropy as a function of water content. for
various monoionic ¡rpntmorirlonites can be found in /13, 93,
123/.

A thermodynamic discussion of water vapour adsorpt.ion isotherms
is avoided here as a detaired, report on this subject is in
preparation /A1/.
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Entropy and enthalpy contributions to swelling
pressure Pe for montmorillonite/waLet mixtures.
rw/mmr masl ratio water,/montmorilloniEe /117 /.
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0.292
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THE SORPTION BEHAVIOUR OF CLAY MINER.ALS

At' present, there is no comprehensive textbook on ion adsorption
from aqueous solutions on mineral interfaces. There are some
monographs with contribut,ions from different authors ,/10, 166/
and books on clay minerals deal with the subject in special
chapt'ers /63/ - cation adsorption is ofÈen described as simpre
rinear equilibrium d,istribution (Kd concept) or it. is atÈempted
to force experimental resurts into the form of Freundlich or
Langmuir isotherms. Although these isotherms can be derived from
thermodynanLics, as a rule they are normally used only as an
empiricar concept. This then leads to the situation where the
adsorpt,ion in a specific syst,em can be described but its
chemistry cannot be understood. (Reference should be made to
/lo'l/ for a more detaired discussion of adsorption isotherms.)

cation adsorption on clay minerals can be satisfactoriry
described as an exchange reaction of the int,erlayer ions. rn
addition, cations can arso be bound to surface oH groups. A
surface coordination model has been deveroped for this type of
reaction and has led to an improved understandi_ng of the
sorption propert,ies of oxidic surfaces. Anion adsorption, which
is in generar ress well understood, can also be integrated ínto
this model.

For a reposi-tory situation, speciar attention must be paid to
the sorption behaviour of caesium and strontium and, most
importantly, of the actinides. The sorption of iron ions from
the canister corrosion products is of further interest. rn this
case it is not yet known whether adsorption or an irreversibre
phase arteration t,akes prace. possibre silicic acid. adsorption
also has to be taken into account because its concenÈration is
an i-mportant parameter in glass corrosion /O't(.

4.1 CIay minerals as sorbents

The sorption behaviour of cray minerars is crosery h-nked with
their st,ructure. Besides exchange of interlayer ions, reactions
with surface oH groups are possibte. cation adsorption therefore
occurs according to tvro di.fferent mechanisms. The concepts
developed by A. lfeiss in his classic works /1a3, 'lg4/ are st.ilr
valid but can now be expanded with more recent ideas on the
formation of surface complexes (Figrures 31 and 32). According to
these, surface oH groups not onry part,icipat,e in anion exchange
reactions but also react with cations. These reaction have
recentry been invest,igated for kaolinite in the light of the new
aspects /92/.
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Catl-on exchangert(Ðo
- 

Reaction with Na-alcoholate

- 
Exchange of OH- for F-

.- Exchange of H2O for NË,

or RNH,

ttltr
Exchange of ot¡- for F-

fig. 31: Ion exchange reactíons on kaolinite /194/.

cation exchange with any cations

- Reaction wiÈh Na-alcoholate

- Ariion exchange of OH- for F-

Exchange E2O for N¡13

- 
Reaction with Na-alcoholate

î*' þþ) cation exchange
(alependent on layer charge and

type of cations)

¡r&' W'

MQ.

t
ltta'
I

0
AI

0.0H

si

OH

'þþ'

Cation exchange wiÈh any cations

Fig. 32: Schematic representation of ion-exchange reactions on
micaceous layer silicates /1æ/.
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rn clay ruineralogy riterature, the sorption sites at the crystar
ed.ges are often termed ttbroken bond.s". rn the case of smectites,
their participat,ion in cation adsorption amounts to around 208,
whire the remaining 80t can be attributed to cation exchange in
the interlayers /63, p.193¡ 103/. The marginal groups are
Ínvolved. in protolysis reactions (Figrure 33). Their sorption
behaviour is therefore pH-depend,ent.

rn the case of micaceous (non-swelling) Iayer silicates, the
interrayer ions are not exchangeable. That, such utinerars have a
rerativery high cation exchange capacity is based, partly on thefact that the crystal ed.ges are weathered. and. therefore
susceptible to ion-exchange (adsorption on ,,frayed edges,,,
Figure 34).

cray m:inerals are often covered with extremery finely grained
iron or aluminium hydroxides or with SiO2 (e.g. /132/,). Suct¡precipitates naturalry modify the sorpt,ion behaviour¡ exchangeof interlayer ions decreases as against reactions with surface
OH groups.

PH

OH

AI

x-

Fig. 33: The pH-dependent, formation of edge charges on
three-layer silicates /BS/.
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tf¡rtcu,trt

ro0A

\
mrltclu.oiltt rt

Fig. 34: The condítions at the crystal edge of a weathered míca
particle. In contrast with ttre cations in the unaltered
mica structure, the ions in the frayed edges are
exchangeabLe /84/.

4.2 Concepts and models

4.2.1 CatÍon exchange caPacitY

The cation exchange capacity of a solid, usually given in milli-
equivalents (meq) per 100 g, is a parameter which is influenced
by the measuring process. It is usually determÍned at pH 7 with
amrronium acetate /1O7/. !{eiss /ß2/ gives a comparison of the
different methods. Because of surface protolysis processes and

because the hydrogen ion itself can be exchangedr the cation
exchange capacity is pH-clependent ,/16, 18.2/. As an operationally
determined pararneter, the cation exchange capacity gives no
informatíon on the sorption mechanism. This is to be taken into
account if the concept is applÍect to different types of material
such as layer silicates, finely grained oxides or humic
materials.

Table 6 gives a compíIation of the cation exchange capacities of
different síIícates and sone other materials. For ÍIlustration
purposes, Table 7 shows the exchange capacities compared to
specific surface. The differences between swelling and
non-swelling ninerals are surprisingly low. Finally, Table I
st¡mmarises the exchange capacities determined withÍn the scope
of the Nagra research Progra¡n¡ne.

ItlcA

I

ã
ô
l{ oA
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Tabre 6: cation exchange capaci-ties of naturar materiars
according Eo /91/.

Table 7: Surface-related cation exchange capacitÍes of clay
minerals.

* Total surface

Tabre I¡ cation exchange capacity of various montmori_rroniÈes
and illites

350
300
150
't 00

47
40
30
15

4
1

130
100
100
70

4
10

20
3

Organic material
Zeolites
Vermiculite
I"lontmorillonite
ChlorÍte
Illite
Palygorskite
l(aolinite
Pyrophyllite
Feldspar, quartz

Cation exchange capacity
(neq,/1009)

Material

1 .5
6

.8
1

-15
-20
- 1.4
-6

0

3-15
70 - 100

10 - 40

10 - 20
50 - 120

700 - 850*
65 - 100

Kaolj-nite
llontmorillonite

IlIit,e

Cation exchange capacity
(Veg/m¿ )(meq,/100g)

Surface
(^2 / s,

*94

19
33

76.4
62.0
41 -

0z¡*

/'t08/
/ 10e/

/107/
/107 /
/ 10e/

(1
(

52

MX-80
Mont,igel
Montmorillonite
Kinnekulle
IIIite, france
IIIite, Sarospatak

Cat,ion exchange capacity
(meq,/1009)

* Values calculated for the montmorillonite content
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4.2.2 Cation adsorBtion as ion-exchange

If one takes a sodium-saturated smectite as a cation exchanger,
the adsorption of a metal, ion Mz* can be formulated according to
the following reaction eguatÍon:

zNa!++ ul* + zNal *M3*

(s¡ solid, 1: Iíquicl). The pertinent nass action constant is

ç = Sulr). fouJ
["'] afra(s)

Sguare brackets denote ¡nolar concentrations and aMls) 1"9 "_tl"(s)aie the activities of the corresponding ions in the solÍd phase.
Their values cannoÈ be derived theoretically and the activity ai
is usually replaced with the mole fractÍon xi'

The distríbutíon coefficient Kd = xM/ [ptz+] can be introduced in
the above mass action constant. With low loading of the
ion-exchanger with lt{z+ ([¡'¡z+] at trace levers)¡ x¡" is
practically constant. The equilibrium constant can now be
ãxpressed in a form which allows the ion-exchange model to be

checked experimentallY :

ro8 Ku(M) = const - z rogflla*]

lm,m

l0,m

læ

I
0.01 0.t I

Ha+ cot¡cEt¡TRATIoN

l0

Fig. 35; The ùlstribution coefficients of varÍous ions on
Na-montmorillonite as a function of Nacl concentration
/ 144/ .
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ctl

€-
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:!
rJ
l!¡À
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8
=¡o
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c¡
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ô
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Figure 35 /144/ shows that this relationship is werr furfitted
for sorption of Cs+, Sr2+ and Eu3+ at pH = ! (the upward turn in
Èhe Eu curve with high chloride contents can be rinked with the
formation of chloro-complexes). The behaviour of cobalt remains
unexplained as it behaves as a monovalent ion.

rot

to'

r02

o.or o.t r to
Ir¡o]

Fig. 36: The distribution coefficient of anericium on
montmorillonite as a function of pH and NaCl
concentraEion /14/.

Because of the chemicar similarities between An(rrr) and the
lanthanides, similar sorption behavÍour wourd initialry be
expected. The difference between Eu(III) and Nn(III) lies in the
cation acidity. The pKa value of the reaction

¡13+ + H2o ¡¡tqou2 + H+

is 6 for americium and 8 to 8.9 for europium r/11/. Wnile
europium is present as an aquo-ion at pH 5, anericium is a
hydroxo-complex at pH 6.5. rt. is knor¿r¡ that hydroxo-comprexes
are more strongry sorbed on clay minerals than the corresponding
aquo-ions. As can be seen in Figrure 36 /j4/, with lower pH
varues the sorption behaviour of americium approaches that of
europium.

Although there are difficulties involved in givÍng a
quantitat,ive d,escription of ion-exchange of cray minerars over
wide concentration ranges using mass action constants /4g/,there are equiribrir¡nr constanÈs for such reactions ín the
Iiterature (Table 9 /91/'). Such exchange constants were also
determined for MX-80 /176/.

ot
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In the general formulation of an ion-exchange reaction

z Na* + MzL+ E z ual * *:*

swelling and shrinking processes of the ion-exchanger are not
taken into account. Such effects occur due to the differÍng
hydration of interlayer ions (Figrure 37) and are also influenced
by the layer charge. These factors play a d.ecÍsive role for the
selectivity and reversibÍlity of the exchange process.

Tabte 9: Equilibrium constants for ion-exchange reactions on
clay minerals at 25oc (e.9. Na2X2 + 2H+ q H2x2 + 2Na+)
/e1/ .

6.45

- 0.06

- 0.04

0 .45

1.60

0 .93

3 .40

3.16 - 3.34

1 .59

0 .01

0.24

- 0.01

0.04

1.06 - 1.82

0.11

l"lontmorillonite
Montmori-IIonite
Bentonite

Bentonite
Beidellite
Bentonite
Bentonite
MontmorilLonite
Bentonite
Vermiculite
Montmori-llonite
Vermiculite
t{ontmorillonite
Mont¡noril].onite
Bentonite

Na2X2 ->HZKZ

Na2X2 -7 Í'L2X2

Na2X2 )KZXZ

Na2X2 -? RbX2

Na2X2 +Cs2X2

Na2X2 ->CaX2
Na2X2 tSrX2

Na2X2 -l BaX2

CaX2 -+ K2\2

CaX2 -¡ SrX2

log KMineralReaction
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o ó o
OUTER-SPHERE SURFACE COMPLEX:

co(Hzo,:+ oN MoNTMoRtLLoNtTE

2+
+

INNER. SPHERE SURFACE COMPLEX:
K+ oN VERMICULITE

Fig. 372 rnner and outer sphere complexes between metal ions and
the hexagonal gaps of the tetrahedral layer of
three-layer silicates /155/.

On adsorption of alkali and alkaline earth ions, smectites
prefer those which are onry slightly hydrated and therefore
easily emplaced as an inner sphere comprex with the silicate
layers. This results in the known selectivity series

cs+ >Rlcf ¡C ¡Na+ ¡Li+

Ba2+ > Sr2+ > Ca2+ >Mg2+

sposito /155, p.129/ has interpreted these facts for the arkari
ions with the HSAB concept (Hard and soft Acíds and Bases) and
was arso in a position to expraÍn the dÍfference in behaviour of
an octahedrally and an octahedrarly as werr as tetrahedralry
substituted. montmorillonite (for other interpretat,ions of the
selectivity series see e. g. /S5t p.297/1.

However, the HSAB concept is not yet in the position to quantify
the selectivity of clay minerals on a wid,e basis. An older
overview /140/ and. /63, 84/ contain extensive information on
sorption selectivity rxrder different experimentar conditions.
The selectivity of a clay rrinerar for a particular cation also
depends to a large extent on the concentration condiLions /31/so that, a comparison of different works is not always possibre.

Reference has already been made to the preferred sorption of
hydroxo-complexes before the corresponding aquo-ion. This is
also true for the ad.sorption of aluninium ,/19, 94 p.133,/. Íhe
hydroxo-complexes pot¡rmerise in the interlayers and thus block
part of the exchange capacLty /9/. This "crogging" can also be
caused by emplacement of iron hydroxide or large organic
molecules /63, p.211/. Blocking of exchange positions by
hydroxides can finarly resurt in products simirar to chlorite.

a.
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4.2.3 The surface coordination nodel

In aqueous solutions, \dater is adsorbed d,issociatívely on oxidic
interfaces. As in the case of hydroxide surfaces, they are
covered with surface OH groups. Not only do these groups partíci-
pate ín protolysis reactions but they are also exchangeable
against anions and for:n surface complexes with dissolved metal
ions. These reaction possibilities are shown in Figrure 38.

Surlæc Solulton Surlæe

'Ms-o

0Hi

v
"\

+ Mgz.

0

M9

lþ''
OH

to

0-

Fig. 38: Possible reactíons of surface OH groups of oxides and
hydroxides wíth acids and bases and with cations and
anions /161/.

Thís model was developed and perfected mainly by Stumm /161/ anð,
Schindler /142/. It has proved suitable for finely grained
oxides and hydroxides as well as kaoliníEe /92/.

Cation adsorption ís described as complexation with surface oH

çtroups with appropriate mass action constants /141 t 159/, (>oH,

¡MOH signify surface groups):

IÏ-.,
+soî-Y

j|*\

>oH + ,2* ? >oM+ + H+ **;

2 >ott + *2* è (>o)2M + 2H+ .ß;

These reactions can be compared with the homogeneous formation
of the corresponding hydroxo-complexess

,zo + t'12*¿ t'loH* + H+ **l

2 H2o + ol2*;: M(oH); + 2H+ *g,

For a given substrate there is a close correlation between the
surface formation constants and the constants of the homogeneous
reaction (Figrure 391 /14'l/.

II,
-o - s-o{,

¿)Y
z

ot ,o+
o"'o+z
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Similar1y anion adsorption can be expressed as exchange
equilibri-um:

>!¡!OH + A- è?
>MOH + HB ìJ

>MA + OH-
>MB + H2O

A comparison with homogeneous reactions, e.g.

MoH+ + HB ì2 Ms+ + H2o

is also obvious here. Íl¡e connections between heterogeneous and,
homogeneous ¡nass action constants are less good than in the case
of cation adsorption.

Besides simple anion and cation adsorbates, mixed surface
complexes of the type

> I!-A-M| and > M-O-M|-A

are also known /21/.

The surface coordinatÍon model is presented here in a very
elementary form. DetaíIed treatment - particularly of the
charge- and loadíng-dependency of the constants - can be found
in ttre literature cited.

¡¡s.x; (.fi)

Cu2ì

-to

-5

toe'xr ('f2)

-ro -t5

Fig. 39¡

¡rs

-25-2()-5

Comparison of the stability of cationic surface
complexes an anorphous SiO2 (*K1s, *B2s) with the
stability of the comesponding hydroxo-complexes
(*K1, *g2l /141/.
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4.2.4 The effect of licands on cation adsorption

The effect of tigands on the sorption behaviour of cations
cannot generalty be predicted because a seríes of equilibria can
be set up in a metal ion,/ligand,/sorbent system and can be
dependent, inter alia, on pH (cf. also /155' p.132/).

If a ligand forms stable dissolved complexes without itself
being adsorbed, the sorption eguilibria shift to the side of the
dÍssolved mêtal. Uranir¡m(Vl) desorption due to formation of
carbonato-complexes at increased pH values Ís well known (Figure
40). Hunic acids can have símilar effects (Figrure 41).

The corrplex formed in the solution can also be preferentially
adsorbed. This is the case, for example, with adsorption of
hydroxo-complexes on smectites.

The ligand adsorbed on a solid surface can bind cations in the
form of binary surface complexes. In natural systems,
coadsorption of humíc acids with metal ions would be expected.
Such a system was investigated by Tipping et al. /'167/ (Figure
421. Af pH values below 6, copper is more strongly adsorbed on
goethite in the presence of humic acid. At higher pH values' the
concentration of dissolved humic acid íncreases. It is now
avaílable as a dissolved ligand and, correspondingly, Iess
copper is adsorbed in the presence of humíc acid (cf. also
Figure 4.6 in /155/'). Ho and MíIler /71/ report similar findings
ín a haemetite/hr¡mic acid/uranium system.

pH

Fig. 40: Adsorption of uranyl ions on anorphous iron(III)-
hydroxÍde with and without carbon dÍoxide /e8/.

¡¡
o.
CL
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oiro OOIM (KCl +
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fUoddcd.lgpm
¡ O.OM KCl, no COz
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Fig. 41: The effect of hunic acid. on copper adsorption on
iron ( III ) -hyclroxide /66/ .

3 1 5 8

Fig. 42¿

pH

The adsorption of copper on goethite with (o) and
without (o) additÍon of humic acid.

ü : adsorption of humic acid withouÈ copper.
(0.1 g FeOOH,/1itre, [Cu2+] = 10-5M, tO mg--hutrric
acid/litre) /167/.

Benjamin and Bloom /18/ have investigated the effect of varíous
xo3 and xo4 rigands on the sorption of zínc, cadmium and cobalt
on iron hydroxide and have discovered that arsenate and
phosphate increase metal adsorptíon. rn thÍs connection, mention
should arso be made of investigatíons of adsorptíon of EDTA and
EDTA-cobalt cørplexes /75/.
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4.3 Experimental resulùs

4.3.1 Cations

-49-

McKinley and Haderman¡ /'101/ gLve realistic and conservative K¿

values for bentonite for 28 elements. A further compilation of
Kd values for clay minerals is also contained in /103/. Tables
10 and 11 give, by way of illust,ration, the K¿ values of
important nuclides for different minerals.

Data for strontiwn and caesium can be found ín /9/ and /a/
contains an overview of literature data on sorption of fission
products on geological sorbents. AdsorPt,ion of strontium and
caesium on natural bentonite, active bentonite and four natural
clays was ínvestigated by Brodda and Merz /2A/ Ln distilled
lvater and in various salt solutions. The Kd values are gÍven as

a function of nuclide concentration.



Table 10: Distribution coefficients for Sr2+,
CEC = cation exchange capacity.

Csf and TcOi on clay mineraLs /29/.
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llontnorilloniÈe
(CEC = 87 neg,/l00g)

Illite
(CEC = 14 neg,/l00g)

KaoJ.inj.te
(CrC = 5.0 ureq,/100g)

506
l0

700

117
200
90

2

55
257
200

2
100

Strontium
K¿l

{nrlsr 
I

Condj.tions

pH = 7.5
0.1 N CaC12, Ca-Montm.
0.002 N CaCL2t Ca-Irtontm.

pH = 7.5
0.007 N lttgCl2r Mg-Ill.
0.002 N CaCL2t Ca-rtl.
0.1 N CaCl2r Ca-IlI.

pH = 7.5
pH= 10
0.0014 N M9CI2r Mg-KaoI.
0.2 N CaCI2, Ca-Kaol.
0.002 N CaCL2t Ca-Kaol.

2.104
5 . 103

2.9
2.6

2
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94
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900
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K¿
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Conditions

K-Uontm.
Ca-Montm.

0.1 M NaCl
dist,. water
K-I1l-ite
Na-I].Iite

0. 1 Ìt NaCl
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4
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5
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(nllg)
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as above

as above

0.51 M NaCl, pH = 7
0.03 N CaCI, pH = 7
0.03 N NaCl. pH = 7
0.03 N NaHCO3



lable 1 1: Dj.stribution coefflcients for actini.des on clay minerals /29/.
CEC = cation exchange capacity.
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Beall and, Allarð' /16/ have investigated the sorptÍon behaviour
of americium and neptunium(V) on various clay minerals.
Neptunium is poorty sorbed on ¡rpntmorillonite (Kd = 0.06 m3/kg)
which points against preferred sorption of lowly-charged ions by
ion-exchange. Figrure 43 shows the behaviour of americium. A pH
effect Ís noted only with higùr ionic strength and pH values
below 7. At pH 8, the K¿ values of americium on non-swelling
clay minerals (muscovit,er chlorite, kaolinite) are somer¿hat
higher than on nontmorilloníte.

o
t/

a

a oo

!-r
O MONTMORILLONITE ( GROUNOWATER}
r MONTMORILLONTTE ( 4 ¡tl NoCt )
O QUARTZ (GROUNDWATER}
o QUARTZ ( 4 ¡, NoCt I

4136ZA9
pH

Fig. 43: Tt¡e adsorption of americium on montmoríllonite and
quartz ín groundwater and in 4 M NaCI solution /16/.

Investigat.ions of uranium(Vl) sorption on clay minerals have
shown a direct relationship between sorption capacity and
ion-exchange capaci-tcy /20/. At concentrations below
10-4 motes,/Iitre, K¿ values were found wtrich rise from 50 to 103
for kaolÍníte, illite and montmorillonite. The work also
contains adsorption isotherms on various clays in the range
10-r to 10-z moles U(Vf) per litre as well as the effect of some
other metal(II) ions on uranyl sorption at pH 6. The effect of
ioníc strength on the sorptÍon behaviour of actinides and
fission producÈs on montmorillonite has been investigated in
depth in /15, 146/. Most measurements were carried out at pH =
5. Because hydrolysis drasticalty alters sorption properties,
the results can only be extraporated to higher pH values if the
cation is still present as an aquo-complex.

4.3.2 Anions and weak acids

The surface coord,ination ¡node1 of anion adsorption /10g, 155,
161/ can basicarry be apptied to clay minerars such as kaolinite
and smectites. Account has to be taken of the fact that, in the
case of smectites, basical-ly only the border OH groups
contribute to anion adsorpt.ion. Their anion exchange capacity is
therefore dependent on particle size. Given these new aspects,
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the systemat,ic work of A. lrleiss /180/ on anion exchange is still
applicable. The anion exchange capacites in Table 12 ate taken
fron this work.

Table 12: Anion exchange capacity (AEc) of various clay minerals
(exchange for fluoride at pH 7.1) as comPared with
theír cation exchange capacity (CEC) /1eO/.

31
23
23
21

13.3
6.6

91
99

108
111
7.2
2.6

Montnorillonite Ge is enhe im
lvlontmori I lonit,e Vlyomin g
Montmorillonite Cyprus
Beidellite Unterrupsroth
lGolinite Mi-Ios
Kaolinite Schnaitenbach

cEc AEC
(neq,/1009)

I

The sorptj-on of phosphate on clay minerals has been extensively
investigated in connestion with the nutrient content of soils
(summary Ln /ø1, p.228/1. It is to be noted here that, besides
sorption, a precipitation reaction can also occur on calcium
bentonite.

Other anions were investigated in less depth. There is very
Iittle information on silicic acid and humic acid. Anions such
as iodide and pertechnate are not sorbed on clays.

The adsorption behaviour of silicic acid on o-FeooH can be
d.escribed as surface equilibrium /160/. The low pH-dependence of
adsorption is characteristic of this system (rinrre 44). It. Ís
assumed that the silicic acid in the soil is adsorbed on iron-
or aluminium hydroxide /'116/. In contrast with the work cited
above, there is a clear adsorption maximum at pH 9.

It follows from investigations by Siever and Vtoodford' /'147/ L}:a|-
clay minerals, and montmorillonite in particular, adsorb silicic
acid and thus, under certain conditions, rePresent a silicic
acid sink (Figures 45 and 46). The possibÍIity of the silicic
acid polynerising on the clay surface cannot, be ruled out as was
the case with iron(III) hydroxide /189/. There are no investiga-
tions at higher temperatures which would allow a prediction to
be made for the repository.
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Fig. 45: Dissolution and silicic acj.d adsorptÍon of clay
minerals in distilled water and in buffer solutions
/147/.

too t20 t40
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Fig.46: Dissolution and silicic acid adsorPtion of clay
minerals in magnesir¡n-free sea-water at pH g /147/.
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!{hen boric acid is adsorbed on sodium and potassíum layer
silicates /149/, the interrayers are involved in the sorpt,ion
process. rnvestigations lead to the concrusion thaÈ hydroxj.d.e
precipitations on the cray and aluminium hydroxides in the
interlayers provide the main contribut,ion to sorption capacity:
a montmorirronit,e washed. with acid takes up onry very small
quant.ities of boric acid. rn carcium bentonite, boric acid can
be bound by precipit,ation.

Humic materiars are adsorbed on oxidic surfaces (Figure 47 /34/,cf. Figure 42). Bonding of such materials on clay minerals is,
according to current concepts /62, 157/, by hydrogen bonds or
polyvarent metal ions (Figrure 49). such a "humic acid-cray
complex" /61, n.354/ Ls predestined, for adsorpti-on of further
catÍons /lal/.
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Adsorption of humic materiars from urnersee sediments
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Fig. 48: Concepts of adsorption of humic acid on clay minerals
/63, 157/.

Emplacement of nacromolecular organic naterials in the
interlayers reduces the cation exchange capacity of smectites
("clogging"). Fulvic acids appear to be introduced ínto the
interlayers of montmorillonite only with pH values below 4, i.e.
under conditions vrhere aluminiun is released by partial
ðissolution of the montmorillonite and incorPorated into the
interlayers.

4.3.3 Temperature effects

The effect of tonperature on the sorption capacity of smectites
is sumrnarised in /103/. In a model groundwater, the differences
in Kd values of cations at 23 and 60oc are low (rigure 49). In
bentonite-sand mixes, the K¿ values of most nuclides increase
slightly with a temperature increase to 65"C /2/. rn a salt
solutÍon, the K¿ value of europium increases by a factor of
around 3 with a change from ambient temperature to 70oC /'114/.
The Kd values of strontium and caesium on a bentonite alter only
insignificantly with increased temperature (100oC) and increased
pressure (100 bars) (rigure 50 /24/).

! OH
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sorption of radionuclides on clay from fissure infirrs
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Sorption of Sr-90 on different clays and chlorite is influenced
only slight.Iy by temperature, particularly with high solíd/
Iiquid ratios in the range 20 to 6O"c /90/. Cs-137 behaves
d.ifferently on the same solids: the K¿ value is significantly
Iower aÈ 60oC than at 20"C. The difference can be more than an
order of magnrtude.

Temperature d.ependence ín the range 5 to 65oC has also been
Ínvestigated in an extensive work on sorption of uranium(VI) and
radium at trace levels on clay mj-nerals and various SiO2
modificat.Lons /3/ and of uranium(Vl) on ¡n-inerals of the mica
group /4/.

The aqueous phases were 0.01 molar solutions of sodium chloride
and sodium hydrogen carbonat.e. FigUres 51 t.o 57 show some of the
results for montmoritlonite and illite.

As can be seen from a conparÍson of Figures 51 and 52' formation
of uranium(VI) carbonato-complexes can alter the direction of
the tefq)erature effect on illite. The strongest sorption on
montmorillonite (Figrures 53 and 54) is at 65oc in both
solutions. However, as with illite, the formatj-on of carbonato-
complexes results in drastically lowered K¿ values. Also
noticeable are the lower Kd values on montmorillonite as
compared with iltite.
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51: The distribution coefficient of uranium(vI) on illite
in0.0lMNaClsolutionatdifferenttemperaturesand
uranium concentraLLons /3/.
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FÍ9. 52: The distribution coefficient of uranium(Vr) on illit,e
in 0.01 M NaHCO3 solut.ion at different. tenperatures
and uranium concenLrations /3/.
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Fig. 53: The distribution coefficj-enL of uranium(Vl) on
montmorírlonite in 0.01 Ivr Nacr solution at different
temperatures and. uranium concentraELons /3/.
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Fig. 542 The distrÍbution coefficient of uranium(vl) on
montmorillonite in 0.01 M NaHCO3 solution at different'
temperatures and uranium concentraEions /3/.

Temperature dependence is also reversed ín the case of sorption
of radium on illite on changíng from chloride- to bicarbonate
solution (Figrure 55). There are considerable differences between
the sorpt,ion behaviour of illite and montmorillonite (Figrures 56

and 57), with illÍte being the better sorbent under certain
conditions.
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Fig. 55: Linearised Freundlich Ísotherms of radium adsorption on
illite at different temPeratures in NaCI and NaHCo3

solution /3,/,
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Fig. 56: The distribution coefficient of radj-um on
montmorillonit,e at different t,enperatures in 0.01 M
NaCI solut-j.on /3/.
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Fig. 57: The distribution coefficÍent of radÍum on ÍIlite at
different tenperatures in 0.01 ltl NaCI solution /3/'

In nany cases the terrperature effect on sorption behaviour
appears to be small. Howeverr as the research discussed in the
Iast pages shows, the effect can become significant. The
direction of the teßtPerature course of the Kd values depends not
only on the mineral but also on other parameters such as the
terrperature-dependence of complex equilibria. Experimental
investígation in realistic systems would seem to be necessary
for critical nuclides.
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DIFFUSION AND TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN COMPACTED BENTONITE

Most sorption experiments were carried, out in aqueous cray
suspensions under widely varying conditions (clay,/solut.ion
ratio, \¡rater chemistry) so that a direct comparison of different,
works Ís not' arways possibre. such investigat.ions cannot,
therefore, generalty be appried to repository conditions where
compacted bentonite rather than a suspension exist,s. The
bentonite functions as a diffusion barrier and causes additional
retardation of cert,ain nuclides by sorption.

tdater-saturated, compacted bentonit,e is idearised as a membrane
with fi-xed negative charges and mobire cations. rn an ideat
situation it is therefore a cation conductor. rn compacted
bentonite, the average layer spacing in the montmorirronite
fraction is in the ord.er of 2 wn /44, 130/ and is therefore less
than the thickness of the electrical doubte rayer. such a system
wilr behave different,ry to a solid/líquicl system with pores
whose diameter is large in comparison with the electricar double
layer:

- anions are excluded because of selective cation conductivity

- instead of volume diffusion ín pore-water, surface diffusÍon
can contribute signifi-cantly to material transport and, can
thus lead to unexpect.ed diffusion coefficients.

Neretnieks /11o/ l:.as made speciar reference to the second.
aspect.

5.1 Diffusion coefficients and. experiment.s

NAGRA NIts 86-12

is a geometry factor with
ô : constrictivity
t : tortuosity

fùith one-dimensional diffusion through a porous layer,
stationary mass flow is

Different diffusion coefficienÈs D shourd, be distinguished when
describing diffusion through porous media. D\ir descrj.bes the
diffusion coefficient in the macroscopic aqueous phase.

The pore diffusivity Do is rinked under ideal conditions (no
int.eractions with the þore-wall) with D" by the relationship

on=o'þ
ô

12

ó = eP- 9t (Fickrs first taw)' -Pôx
where e is the porosity. The effective diffusivity D^ can be
determined from sÈeady-state ffiiied by

D" =ÊDP
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The apparent diffusivj.ty D. is different from Dn ifr in
non-stationary experiments, the diffusing partièle is retarded
by interaction with the pore-wall.

DP
n

R

is valid. R is the chromatographic retention or retardation
factor whÍch is derived from linear distribution of a substance
between soluti-on and solid:

nl+ns
nI

it follows that

With Vt = Vs * V1 = V¡('l-s) + V¡e and pK¿ = cs/cy

1-eR=1*pKd . 
(1)

moles of sorbable material. s: on solid, l: j-n

solution, t: total
volume of solid material (s)r solution (l) and
total volume (t)
concentration of sorbaþle material on solid
(." = n",/Vs) and in solutlon (c1 = n1/V1 )

density of the sorbent (related to vs). As K¿ is
normally given in m3,/kg, the ratio iÁ c",/c1 = pKd
porosity

llg e Il1 r

Vo, Vl,

CS, CI

p

e

nÈ:

vt:

If equation (1)

p

this results in
R= 1

The formulae

is formulated with the reduced' density

= p (1 - e)

+ o'r¿ { (2')

(1a) and

( 1b)

result from equation ( 1 ) for slight,Iy porous Íraterials ( e << 1 )

and for media with e1¿ 0.5. It Ís not clear in some publications
whether p or p ! has been used and no difference can then be
drawn between equation (2) and the approximation lta).

$lith low diffusion rates, i-t can take months or even years to
set up steady-state conditions. For experj:nental purposes,
mostly apparent diffusi-vities from non-stationary tests are
d,etermined. The effective diffusivity is calculated from this
using the above formulae.

R,'5 1 * pK*

R!¿ 1 + pK
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The usuar arrangements for diffusion experi-ments on compacted
r^¡ater-saturated bentonite are given in Figures 59 and sg /47/.
The formurae required for test evaluat.ion are arso given in this
work.

Kahr et aL. /80/ have investigated. ion diffusion on compacted
bentonite with defined water contents using a non-stationary
method.

metollic f itter

irocer +
solution +

clco
1,0 C/Co= erfc X/2.y'Ó-T

X

nto Trcicer d bentonite ed,wotersoturo ted bentonitÊ

lnstontoneous source of trocer.

ClCo

0,5

t,0

c/M

-X 0 +X

h
X*

Fig. 58s Arrangement,s for non-stationary diffusion test.s on
compacted bent,onite with theoretical concentration
profiles /47/.
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Fig. 59: Arrangement for steady-state diffusion tests on
compacted bentonite /47/.

5.2 Experimental results

Results of diffusion measurements on IvD(-80 and Montigel can be
found in /80/. Erbslöh Ca-bentonite as weII as ¡4x-80 have been
investigated in extensive SwedÍsh studÍes /44, 45, 168/. Summary
discussions can be found in /47, 110/.

As several compÍlations of diffusivíties already exist ,/80, 110,
158/, the informaÈion here is restricÈed to Tables 13 and 14.
The diffusívities of various ions as a function of water content
are sunnarised in Figrure 60. Data on diffusion behaviour of
water are taken from /A0/ (Figure 61 ). Schreiner eE aL /43/
report on the díffusion of relevant nuclÍdes in marine sediments
and c1ays. Lai and lvlortland. /87/ have determined the activation
energies of setf-diffusion on Na- and Ca-montmorillonite (Table
15)¡ they decrease with decreasing water content. It can also be
deduced from this work that a sodium diffusion can be measured
in a kiln-dried sa.nple (D = 7.4'10-13 m2s-1) while diffusion of
sulphate is not measurable.

!{ith relation to transport of colloidal particles (hydrolysis
products, pseudo-colloÍds), diffusion measurements with large
molecules are of interest. Sodium ligminsulphonates (molecular
weíghts from 354 to 301000) eosin and anthrachinosulphonate have
all been investigaEed. /46/. The diffusivities observed are in
the order of 10-15 m2s-1.

Compocted woter-
soturoted bentonit
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Table 13: Apparent diffusiviÈies Da.lo12 in t&/t to, saturated
bentonite /159/.
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0.0046

0.59
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I
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HS

Np
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Tc

Th

U

/ 110/

No information

/44, 45/

MX-80

/ 16e/

IvlX-80

/ 16e/

Ir{X-80

Reference

Material
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Table 14¡ EffectÍve díffusivities D".1012 in ,&/" tot saturated
bentonÍte /158/.
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1 '800
4
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9

67 | 000

9r000

52 88

o.21

0.31

0.018

3.6

31 | 000

1r800

0.1

52

1.4

19

Sr

Cs

T

c1

HS

H2

Np

Tc

U

/110/

No informatÍon

/44,45/

¡D(-80

/ 168/

Ivlr(-80
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Table 15: Self-diffusion coefficients D and related actívation
energies E for Na* and ca2+ in bentoníte /waluet ¡n:ixes

/87/.

6040 + 181

5176 + 155

3806 + 1 14

10856 + 326

9654 + 290

a747 + 262

5.70 + 0.11

4.47 + 0.09

3.60 + 0.07

2.36 + 0.07

1.95 + 0.06

f.75 + 0.05

8.9

12.9

15.2

17.9

23.9

28.0

Å
Na'

ca2+

E

(cal mol-l )

D

16m2sec-1 x to6)

BentonÍte content

t
Ion
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Different test results and anomalies in diffusion behaviour show
that the classic pore modet (diffusion in pore-water and
sorption on pore-!ìralls, Chapter 5.1) is only of limited
application to compacted benluonLl-e /47, 11O/. Abnormally high
effective diffusivities of caesium, strontium and protactinium
irnply that surface diffusj-on dominates /110/.

The diffusion behaviour of the,anions also does not agree with
the classic model (e.g' /45/). The reason for this could be
anion exclusion from the cation-conducting clay membrane. The
use of K¿ values from batch tests together with equat,ion ( 1 )

therefore leads to false diffusivities. The measured anion
diffusivÍties depend strongly on the test conditions: Kahr et
aL. /80/ have measured significantly higher values than Eriksen
and Jacobsson /44, 45/ (cf. aLso /47/).

5.3 The barrier effect of the backfill material

If the nuclides released from the waste nâtrix decay wÍthin the
backfill material, the bentonite functions as a containment
barrier. By way of illustration, some examples from a work by
wood, /'188/ are introduced. Figures 62 and 63 show the
relatj-onship between the K6 values and the layer thickness of
ttre backfill required to ensure a certain retention time. The
calculations $rere carried out for the one-dimensional case with
Dw = 1g-9 *2"-1, 9'= 2 kg't-1 and e = 0.1. The two equations

c/c = erfc f-l ,Pt,,-*1O L2'R' J
and

R= 1*Kal'
e

were used as a basis and c/cg = 0.05 is used as the criterion
for the breakthrough (x: diffusion path).
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5.4 The sas

As Figures 62 and 63 show, ít can be assumed that short-lÍved
nuclídes such as sr-99 (Kd = 60 L/kg) and Am-241 decay within
the backfill material. The same could also be true for the
plutonium isotopes 239 and 24O /'110/. Oî the other hand, it is
practically impossible to design a backfill in such a way that
e.g, Se-79 or even f.-129 decay wíthin its confines. The
bentonite layer funcÈions simply as a retardation section for
these nuclides /188/.

IÍty of bentonite

The gas permeability of compacÈed bentonite is important for the
Nagra concept because the steel canister will corrode wíth
hydrogen production. with a realÍstic corrosion rate of 5 to
10 ¡rm per year, 12 Eo 24 moles of hydrogen per canister and year
wiII have to escape through the bentonite. opinions have been
voiced to the effect that this qgantity of gas cannot be removed
by way of diffusion, so that a hydrogen pressure which exceeds
the lithostatic pressure could be br¡ilt up in the repository
/111/.

Previous values for gas permeability of compacted bentonite
/134/ can be interpreted with diffusion processes /135/.
Estiurates show that 10t of the corrosion hydrogen at most can
escape by means of diffusLon /111/, cf. aLso /102/.

In connecÈion with this problem, the pressure-dependence of
hydrogen permeation in MX-80 was measured /135/. Above a

critical pressure P. which, dependíng on the densíty of the,
bentonite, is 20 to 90t of the swelling Pressure, the gas

permeability increases dramatically. At pressures below Pgr
hydrogen migration is probably mainly by diffusion of the
dissolved gas. !{ith Pressures over Pgr paths of higher gas
permeabilíty form in the bentonite and can lead away large
quantities of hydrogen.

5.5 Electrical conductivítv

Electrolyte resistance is an imporÈant ¡nrameter for corrosion
reactions in aqueous solutions. This is particularly true for
Iocalised corrosion where anodic and cathodic reactions are
separated /60/. !{ith electrolyte resistances over ca. 104Çlcm,
the risk of formation of corrosion elements at low general
corrosion rates is very small. In such cases, cathodic
protection of underground steel constructions is not necessary
in practice. Measurements on t'Iontigel and Mx-8O,show that, with
a water content of 30t, the condu.iinity is 10-4O-lcm-1 (Figure
64 /79/\¡ from the point of view of canister corrosÍon, a poorly
conductÍng electrolyte is present. Comparable conductivities are
given by calvet /28/ . zurther information can be found in /53 t
123/.
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6 THE STABILITY OT !{ONTMORILI.ONITE

Natural occurrence of old bentonites is an indication of their
long-term stability. Ho!ìrever, vühen considering the behaviour of
Èhe repository backfill, the possibilit'y of montmorillonite
alteratÍon is to be taken into account. Basically, tTre following
possibilities exist:

- irreversible layer collapse with dry heating
- phase alteratÍons with complete breakdown of the smectite

structure
- increase in the layer charge due to isomorphic substitution of

silicon with alumÍnium or by redox processes. IIIite is formed
with simultaneous or subseguent supply of potassium

- emplacement of hydroxide layers in the interlayer spaces of
the npntmorillonite. This is linked with a decrease in cation
exchange capacíty and swelling capability.

Besides tertperature and pressure, further 5mportant parameters
to be considered are:

- pH value and the concentrations of alkali- and alkaline earth
ions and silicic acid

- the solid to water volume ratio.

In assessing experimental work from the point of víew of final
d5-sposal, account should be taken of the fact that often
strongly diluted clay suspensions lvere used.

6.1 The thernal stability of dry bentoníte

on dry heating, smectites inÍtially give off their Ínterlayer
water. At hÍgher temperatures, water is split off from
structural OH groups with the result that the structure finally
breaks down. According to general informal-jon /85/, the
corresponding temperatures are 100 to 200oc and 550 to 800"c.
Above 800oC the structure becomes r:nstable. Ehis information
agrees with thermogravimetric measurements on l,tX-80 and l"lontigel
/106/.

According to /63, p.313/, the release of interlayer water
depends on the hydration energy of the interlayer Íons. Ttre more
stabte the aguo-complex, the higher the temperature. There is no
clearly defined tenperature limit for release of vüater from
structural oH ions. It occurs rapidly at ternperatures over 500oC
but could be occurring slow1y at temperatures over 300oC. The
activation energies are 225 and,210 kJ/mole for sodium- and
calcir¡m-smectite respecÈively.

Rehydration of bentonite is of partícular interest from the
point of view of its behaviour under repository conditions.
Experiments at 250 to 500oc over a period of one year have shown
that all the structural water is released between 370 and 440oC,
which is linked wiùh a loss of expandabiLity /7, p.188/.
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According to /63/, the release of interrayer wat,er from carcium-
and sodium-bentonite is reversible up to ÈemperaLures of 300 -390oc and >390oc respectively. The rerease of st,ructurar wateris also partly reversibre. rf alterat,ion of the cation exchangecapacity through heating is taken as the criterion of reversibi-rity, then sodiuur-montmorilronite is more resistant than
carcium-montmorilloníEe /63, Tabte 7-6/. Tabre 16 /'t72, p.g\/
sum¡narises the ranges of thermar stabirity of different ctayminerars. The reversibirity of water rerease was taken as the
asses sment crit,eri-on.

fn two cases - which hardry apply to repository conditions -water release is i-rreversible after heaÈing to 105 to.l 25oc. rf
the cation exchange capacity of the montmorillonite is
completely saturat,ed by potassium, drying at ll0oC leads to
irreversible layer collapse /63, p.4gg/. Dehydration of
rithium-montmorillonite is arso irreversibre after drying at, 105
to 215o9 /63, p.328/. It is assumed that the sma1l lithium ion
passes into octahedrar posÍÈions in the rayer and thus reduces
the layer charge. with hydrothermal treatment of lithium-
montmorirlonite, the lithium remains in the interlayer positions
even at 300oC because of its hj_gh heat of hydrat,ion /40/. en
irreversible colrapse in the temperature range 200 to 300oc is
detected with nÍcket, zLnc, manganese and "H-AI,. (Al-hyd,roxy
complexes ?) in the interlayers. For Íron(III) this oc-urs ónly
at 400oC /172, p.59/.

6.2 The thermodynamic stabili ty of clay minerals

Geochemicar riterature contains many works on the stability
ranges of individuaL sorid phases including the clay rulnerars inthe system Hcr-sio2-412o3-tvl2o-Mo-H2o (M: alkali- or arkarine
earth ion). The thermodynamic data for many sj-licates, mainly
the mi-xed phases, are uncertain and. predictions of stabiu-tyrimit.s are correspondingly unreriable. The data of Helgeson et
aL- /22, 69/ and Robie et at. /139/ are usuarry used as a basisfor calculations. Tardy and GarreLs /165/ give a method for
estimati-ng t'he free energy for rayer siricates from data on
their component,s. /69/ contains a comprehensive correction ofequiribrium diagrans. Reference shourd be made to Dreverrs work
/37/ for an elementary understanding of such dÍagrarns and. theirconst'ruction. Giggenbach /sg/ gíves a more detaired discussion.

rn graphic representations, sirici-c acid concentrations areoften used as variables besides ï¡,f ll [¡t+] or [u2+J/ tn+]2(Fig¡r:res 65 and 66). Ttrey show that, at 60oC - which correspondsto the repository temperature after severar hundreds of yeãrs -montmorillonites are unstabre in a quartz-saturated solut,ion.Their stabirity fierd is widened with higher siricic acidconcentrations. Às can be seen from Figure 6'1, a temperature
increase arso reads to widening of the montmorirronite ranges.
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Figures 69 to 72 gLve information on the stability conditions in
Lhe presence of alkaline earth ions. Ivtagnesium was included
because of the ¡nssibility of chlorite formation. For the sake
of brevity, the system coÍiPonents HCI-H2O-AI2O3-SIO2 are not
given Ín the legends to Figiures 65 lo 72.

Table 16: The thermal stability of three-layer sÍIicates /172/.

K dioct
K diocL
Na dioct
Ca dioct
lilg trioct
Ivlg trÍoct
Na triocÈ
Beidellite
Na trioct
Hectorite

K dioct
K dioct
Na trioct
Beidellj"te
Na trioct
Hectorj.te

completely expandable Phases

phases with interstratifications

800

780

800

550

(MgAtSiNa)

(MgAIsi)

(Arsi )
(ArSiMg)

(MgAIsi)

(MgAlSiNa)

230
400

350 - 450
300 - 500

<250
430

400
430

(Arsi)
(MgAlsi)
(Arsi)
(Arsi)
(MsSi)
(MsArSi )

TYpE Elements in the
221 - Iayer

Temperature linÉt
(oC)at1-2kbar
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Figure 73 shows that, the composition of granitic Ì^¡aters oftenries outwith, or on the limit of, smectite stability /112/. onLyt'he illite fierd is werr covered. From the point of view of
reposit'ory conditions, it. is to be noted. that. the water
composJ-tion under the practically stagnant. condi-tions is
determ:Lned mainry by the bentonite it,self . und,er the assumptionthat montmorilronites form a reversibre solubirity equiribrium,
phase alterations wourd not occur. This assumption probably onryappries as an approximation: montmorilronites react to form
products with higher rayer charge wÍth formation of sio2 (and
possibly kaolinite) /13e/.
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Fig. 732
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The illit,e/montmorillonite stability limi-t cannot be determined
exact,Iy because of the inaccuracy of thermodynamic data. As I/S
interstratifications also occur besides endmembers, they can
also be seen as a si-ngle phase of variable composition. Figures
74 an.d,75 /1, 56/ gi-ve the relevant stability diagrams. vtater
cornposÍtions as found in contact. with clay minerals cling to the
montmo ri I lon ite,/kao linite or montmor i.I lonite / i-LL Lt e equilibr ium
Iines in Figure 75.

High pH values as well as high potassium cont,ents favour the
formation of illite or the illite fraction in I,/S int,erstrat,ifi-
cat,ions (fj-grure 76 /98/').
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Fig. 76:
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6.3 ReactÍon series on alteration of dioctahedral smectites

The hydrothermal alterat,ion of smectites was investigated
systematically by Eberl /41/. Figiure 77 ís taken from this work
and gives an overview of possible reactionsi it also helps in
understanding the following sections.
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ELg. 77: Possible diagenetic reactions of montmorillonites to
form products with interstratifications and new
minerals /41/.
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The investigations vüere carried out with a cray:water ratio of 1

in the temperature range 300 to 500oc. The resurts cannot simply
be applied to lower temperatures. The stability field of
rectorite widens at higher temperatures. For exampre, naturar
calcium rectorite Ís unknown and smectite/pyrophyllite inter-
stratifications do not appear to occur naturally.

vlith increased pH, smectites react to form feld.spars /4'l , 7g/
or, at temperatures below 150oC, to form zeolites /79/. In a
srightry acid ¡nilieu the smectite structure renains intact even
in diruted cray suspensions. The expandabirity can be reduced by
emplacement of aluminium hydroxide layers /79/.

6.4 Illitisation of smectites

Because the barrier effect of the repository backfilr has to
remain unaltered over a period of around 106 years, the
possibility of alterat.ion of montmorilronite into irríte has t,o
be taken into account. such an arteration wourd affect swelring
capability, hydraulic conductivity and. cation exchange capacity
of the backfilt.

Two prerequisites must be fulfirred for the format.ion of irrite
from smectites¡

- the layer charge must be increased to around, 0.6 by isomorphic
substitution

- the interlayer ions m¡st be replaced by potassium ions.

The montmorirlonite+ilu-te transition occurs over intermedÍate
stages with increasing interstratification of irlite rayers with
smectite rayers. vtitÌ¡ low diagenesis, the interstratifications
are disordered and,, r:nder ¡nore intensive cond.it,ions (T, p, t),
they transform increasingry into an ordered series /136, 172,p.91/. There wilr therefore be no abrupt alteration in the
properties of the backfill.

rf the rayer charge arone is increased, the smectite properties
remain Íntact /6, p.26/. (rt follows, howeverrfrom investiga-
tions by llarmy and Gaurtier, that a K-montmorílronite suffers
irreversíbre layer cotrapse with alternating wett,ing and dryingat 80oC /99/. In Èhis case, the cation exchange capacity
decreased by a third of the initiar varue. ) rn the case where
entry of potassium Íons into the repository contrors irlite
formation, the reaction can be estimated from the potassium
suppry from the groundwater, the reposítory dimensions and thecation exchange capacity. !{ith an assumed water inflow of 0.7 Iper canister and year and a potassium concentration in the waterof 1.15 motes,/m3, complete arteration of the npntmorirlonite toillite would take around 7.5.107 years /1Og-/. Slightly different
assumptions st,itl result, in a time of 3.106 years /1Og/.
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If reactions are being discussed, then the condit.ions which lead
toffiseintheIayerchargeareIesseasytounderstand.
In addition to experimental evidence, which is open to
contradiction, natural analogues can be used to handle this
problem area. Uncertaintj-es arise from the fact that i-t is still
not certain whether smectite-illite alteration should be
descrÍbed with kinetic or equilibrium nodels /6,/.

Two meetings have been held on the subject of smectíte
alteration /6, 7/ and their results are taken into account in
the following. Reference should also be made to a Canadian
Iiterature overview /77/ anð, a work on natural analogues /3O/.

6.4.1 Investígation of natural smectítes

According to an assessment by velde /72, P'91rl, naturally
occurring montmorillonite is stable up to 80 to 100oC at a depth
of 100 m. An upper temperature limiÈ of 150"C is quoted for
calcium montmorillonite at a greater depth. Up to 200oC and at
depths up to 1500 m, I/S interstratífications are found, the
itlite fraction increasing with temperature. tllite is found
over 200oC, mostly together with chlorite.

Figure 78 gives a suÍm¿rry of the findings of various authors
/72, p.94/. In the followingr soltrê further works on the
behaviour of natural clay mj-nerals are su¡nmarised.

Ail

ML os

50

Stability fields of natural clay minerals in a

temperature/depth ùiagram. Mo: completely expandable
phases. ML¡ ordered and disordered interstratifica-
tions (gO - 80t). AIl: Allevardite. I-Chl: IIIite-
chlorite paragenesis. Tertiary and more recent
sediments ritere considered. The letters indicate the
observatÍons of different authors /72/.
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The metabentonite from Kinnekurle (sweden) has been investigated
in so¡re detail. rt is some 450 Ma ord and was heated to at. least
100oc for severar hundred years by a basart intrusion some
280 Ma ago /108, 132, 173/. Under these conditions, the
penetrat.ion of potassium into the originar bentonite resulted in
a product with I,/S interstrat,ifications rather than ÍIlite. The
average layer charge per formula r:¡rit on Èhe outer side of the
bentonite layer was 0.4 and 0.37 in the centre. The
corresponding potassÍum content of the interrayers is 72 and,54*
respectively of the cation exchange capacity.

A French illite produced from a montmorirronite raid down in the
origocene (23 to 52 Ma ago) was arso investigated /10g/¡ j-.ts
cation exchange capacity is 19 meq/100 S. The corresponding
value for a representative metabentonite sample is 4a.4 meqr/
100 g. In both cases, the exchangeable cations were mainly
carcium and magmesium. up to a reduced dry densiÈy of 1.9lrg/m3,
Èhe swerring pressure of this irrite ries in ttre sane range as
Mx-80 (Figure 221 and, is sigmificantly higher than the swelring
pressure of the Kinnekulle metabentonite /27/. The hydraulic
conduct,ivity of the illitè was determined at, K = 10-12 o,.s-l
/zz¡, this is a factor of 20 higher than the conductivity of
MX-80.

rnvest.igations of clay minerars from oil welrs in the Gulf of
MexÍco are of particular interest with respect to a repository
/38, 126/. The ninerars range in age from the preistocene to Èhe
Eocene (2 - 56 l,ta). At. borehole depths up to 5500 m,
temperat'ures up to 170oc were reached. For the aspects of
rerevance here, the significant, resurt of these investigations
is that, up to the greatest depths, clay minerals with I/S
interstratifications occurred rather than pure irlite. Figrure 79
shows the proportion of expandabre rayers as a fu¡rct,ion of
borehore t,emperature. The potassium content of the cray fraction
of the expand.able layer proportion is gíven in Figrure g0.

o
40 60 80 roo r20 c

Ej-g. 79t The connection between the proportion of expandable
Iayers in illite,/smectite ínterstratifications and the
temperature in VüelI E /39/.
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Fig. 80: The connection between potassium content of the clay
fraction and the proportion of e:çandable layers ín
interstratifications in well E /'126/.

It can be concluded from Figure 79 that, with a repository
tenperature of around 60oC and a sufficient supply of potassium,
a decrease in the erçandable layer proportion by around 30t but
no complete illitisation is to be expected. PollasLro /127/
shows an increasÍng proportion of T-/S interstratifications with
increasing depÈh in Tertiary sediments. Below the Tertiary,/
Cretaceous boundary (65 Ma), increasing proportions of illite
are found, formed from the r,/S clays ("selective cannibalisation
of smectite layers").

rnvestigations by Srodoñ /"156/ on clay sediments lead to the
conclusion that the salinity of the \.tater does not affect the
extent of illitisation. Excluded from this are solutions with
high pot,assium and magnesium contents.
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6.4.2 Laboratory investiqations of illitisation

Looking through the riterature occasionarly gives the impression
that there is a "magic temperature" of 100oc which is the rirnit.
for illitisatíon through isomorphic substitution of Si-(IV) by
A1(III). If the reaction is thermally actÍvated, fixing such a
Iimj-t is d,angerous when extrapolation is over very long time
periods.

Based on hydrothermal reactions of glasses, Eberr and, Hower /3g/
have determined an activat.ion energy of a2 + 14.6 kJ/more for
the alteratÍon of synthetic bei-derlite into-a product with r/s
interstratifications. This varue agrees with the results of
other authors for the breaking of chemical bonds in the
tetrahedral layer. According to this work, alteration of
smectite t.o an IrlS int,erstrat,ification with 20t expandable
Iayers at 55oc would take around 6.105 years (Figure 91). This
alteration time appears very conservative in comparison with the
findings for clay minerals from the oil we1ls.

lEF€RATt.Rg'C

Fig. 81: Calculated alteration times of a fully expand.able
smectite into an illite-smectite mineral with 20t
e><pandable layers as a function of Èemperature for two
activat.ion energies /38/.

rnvestigations by the same authors in the temperature range 260
to 490oc /39/ st,ow that interstratificat.ions are also formed
under these reaction conditions (cf. aLso /41/). a, product with
paragonit.e,/smectite interstrati-fications forms from sodium-
saturat.ed V,Iyoming bentonite white I,/S ínterstrat.ifications form
from potassium-cont,aining bentonite. rt is noteworthy that, with
a high clay:water ratio (1:1), fÍnal pH values of.4.4 t,o 5.4
result.
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Ebert /40/ has investigated the effect of interlayer cations in
Irfyoming bentonite on the formation of interstratifications at
300 and 400oc. For alkali ions, there is a correlation between
the free hydration enthalpy and the formation of I/S
interstratifí- cations (Figrure 82). The sodium bentonÍte had
still not reacted after 30 days at 300"c.

Lì

o_

Âo. HY0ßatror{(xcAL/HoLE}

Fig. 822 Proportion of expandable layers of alkali bentonites
remaining after 7 days of hydrothermal treatment at
400oc. There is a relationship between degree of
alteration and the hydration energy of the cation /aO/.

At 400oc a product similar to rectorite with 50t expandable
layers was produced after the same lengrth of time. Initial
product.s with alkaline earth ions reacted directly under these
conditions to fofli a phase similar to rectorite. In contrast
with the case of alkali íons, the reactíon rate here is
proportional to the hydration energy. Calcium montmorillonite
shows no interstratification after 30 days at 300"C. After the
same time period at 400oC, mainly rectorite with 50t
expandability was present.

Hower and Royrs study /73/ of, the hydrothermal reactions of
sodium-saturated lrlyoming bentonite showed that ùhe layers charge
increased after 180 days at 250oC. After saturation of the
reaction products with potassium, the proportion of expandable
Iayers was stil1 60t (20 mg smectite in 0.5 ml basalt, water).
This shows on the one hand that potassium ions are not necessary
for increasing the layer charge and, on the other hand (as
mentioned in the introduction), that an increased layer charge
does not necessarily lead to layer collapse ín the absence of
potassium. After longer test times (120 days) at 250"C in
potassium-free preparations, a decrease in the cation exchange
capacíty from 80 to 40 to 50 meq/100 g was detected. This effect
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is interpreted as empracement of aruminium hydroxo-complexes.
!ühire the solubility of montmorilronite was almost, congruent at
150oc, at 250oc proportionatly more sirÍcon than aluminium was
released into the sorution. lrlith such incongruent dissorution,
it can be assumed that some of the aluminÍum was empraced in the
interlayers.

Addition of calcium to the solution (0.8 mmoles,/litre) slowed.
down the reaction srightry. The reaction rates measured were
higher than those determined by Eberl and Hower /38/ at higher
temperatures but were significant,Iy lower than the data in
/139/. The act,ivation energy determined from only two
t,emperature values is astonishingly low at 12.5 to 13.5 kJ,/mole
and. contrasts with the values of 82 /38/ and,125 kJ/ntoLe /138/.
This conÈradiction is discussed in detair ín /73/. one of the
possibre reasons for the di-screpancy is the differing cray:vrater
ratio. Reference has already been made ,/59, 61/ to the problems
involved in determining and using activation energies of
heterogeneous reactions.

There are various indications from investigation of naturar
crays that mainly magnesium and carcium impede alteration to r,/s
interstrat,ifications /7, 38/. no¡erson and Lahann /139/ carried,
out a laboratory investigation (10 mg cray in 1 mr water) at 270
and 350oC. The reaction

Smect,ite + KI+I,/S interstratification + SiOZ

was inhibited by Na+, ca2+ and Mg2+ in the approximate ratio
1:10:30 (concentration condit,ions on equivalent, basis) (Figrures
83 and 84 ) . ttre high activation energy of 125 kil,/mole is
connected with the fact, that the smectite ìr/s reaction occurs
as a solid. state reaction ('solid state reorganization,') under
Èhese conditions. rt is assumed that, after an initial serective
removal of silicic acid by dissolution, aruminium changes from
octahedral to teÈrahedral positions. The activation energl¡ of 92
kJ/mole given by other authors is atÈributed to a ðissorutíon-
precipitatíon mechanism which was blocked in the current,
investigations by the br¡ffered solution.
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6.4.3 lllitisation of iron-containing smectites

In prínciple, the negative layer charge of a clay mineral can be
produced not only by isomorphic substitution br¡t also by the
reduction of octahedrally coordinated iron(III). Accord'j-ng to
/38, 126/ E}:i-s illitisation ¡rechanísm could. be operative at low
temperatures, for example in the ocean. Stucki et aI. /162/ have
shown by experiment the increase in the layer charge on iron-
containing sod'j.um montmorillonites due to reduction of the iron
with clithíonite (Na2S2O4) ín a citrate-hydrogen carbonate
buffer. Under these conditions, there is no simple correlation
between increase in the layer charge and the iron(III) content
of Èhe clay. The change in cation exchange capacity as depend,ent
on the iron(III) content is given for four initía1 products in
Figure 85.

1.O

o.5

o o.4

Fe2' (rynole/g)
0.8

1.5

CD

CDo
E

3

fig. 85: CorrelatÍon between cation exchange capacity o
content of oct,ahedral Fe2+ for dífferent clays
rable 't7) /163/.

and the
(cf .

The red,uction of Íron(III) should result ín a decrease in the
swelling capacity. This was observed in naturally occurring
oxidised and reduced forms of a bentonite and was arso verified,
in laboratory experÍments /163/. Because of the measurement
process selected, it is not possible to draw conclusions on the
swelling pressure of compacted bentonite.

An iron-rich smectite was formed, on hydrothermal alteration of a
basalt,/bentonite mixture /7, p.189/. Further information on
iron-containing smectites.can be found in /57/.
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UPM:
CZYIz

NZM:
GAlil¡

Table 17¡ Cations per o20(OH)4-unit¡ cation exchange capacity
(CEC) and iron content of the smectites from Figrure 85

/162/.

103

Upton montmorillonite, !{yoming
Czechoslovakian montmorillonite
New Zealand npntmorillonite
Nontronite, Garfie1d, Vlashington

6.5 Chloritisation of smectites

In this context, chlorítisation generally means the emplacement
of non-stoichiometric charged hydroxide layers into the smectite
interlayers (chlorite structure, see Figure 9). Such a process
can reduce the cation exchange capacity and the expandability of
the smectites. Besides magnesium hydroxide (emplaced in the case
of chlorite)r other hydroxides of di- and trivalent metals can
be emplaced.

In contrast with iltitísatíon, thÍs process has received lÍttle
attention when considering a repository, although the phenomenon
of chloritisation is well knovm ín the literature and has been
treated in detail.

!{hen spntmorillonite is altered to chlorite in oceanÍc sediments
because of the high magrnesíum content of the sea-water
(2,7' 10-3 moles/Litre, tog [Mcr2+]- = 13.41 /172, p.68/, 1¿¡^e

ln+l2
hydroxide interlayers in the soil material conÈain most,Iy
aluminium. Rich /144/ has publÍshed a comprehensive overview
with 144 Iíterature citations. Johnston and I'lillerr s work /78/
contains a srurunary of recent literature.
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In rarer cases, the interlayers of clay mi-nerals ín soils
contain iron(III) as weII as aluminium. Their formation can
occur through weathering of non-stoichiometric chlorite layers
according Eo /137/z

[Ivr94at2 (oH) 1 212+-> [Mg3AI2 (oH) 19 (H2o) 2 ]2+ -+ tAI2 (oH) 4@2o) gl2+

Another possible formation process consísts of emplacement of
hydroxo-complexes of slightly hydrolysable cations (e.g.
AI(III)) wÍth subsequent condensation. Since the smectites
prefer ions with low hydration energy on ion exchange,
emplacemenÈ of the hydroxo-complex is favoured over the
corresponding aquo-ion (e. S, /19/1.

If it is assumed that the formation of polymeric hydrolysis
products is favoured on clay surfaces (e.g. /19, 137/), it can
be seen that the formation of ínterlayers leads to a drop in pH:

(2xa+)g* + (etoH2+)aq -t (2Na+)aq + (eton2+)s¡r

(geto¡r2+)s* + r.rajn + n2o -+ (Ar3(on);+)s* + (Na+)sm * nle

(aq: particle in the aqueous phase. Sm: partícle in smectite).
rt Ís possible that the drop in pH of a carcium montmorirlonite
suspension at 30oC from 8.7 to around 4 in the course of 30 days
can be explained by such effects /57/. The partly dissolved
montmorillonite could be consid.ered. as an alu¡nÍnium source. The
authors do, however, admit that the drop in pH could be
explained. by the special method of preparing the montmorillo-
nite. On the other hand, drops in pH to between 3 and 6 on hydro-
ther¡nal arteration of bentonites in the range 175 t,o 275oc courd
obviously be correlated with the formation of aluminium
hydroxide interlayers /7A/, cf. aLso /162/.

Numerous r¿orks deal with the synthesis of hydroxide interlayers
/'137/. These investigations give important indications of
possible formation conditions. The prerequisite for formatíon of
AI-OH layers is availabÍlity of aluminir:n, which assr¡mes a 1ow
pH. pH values below 6 are necessary for the fornatÍon of such
layers, with an optimum of pH c 4.5. These formation conditions
are explaíned by the solubility minimum of the aluminium
hydroxide at pH y 6-7 and by the hydrolysis behaviour of the
aluminium (Figure 86, /11/r.
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Fig. 86: Distribution of the aluminium hydroxo-complexes in
equilibrium with gibbsite (cl-el(oH)3) as a fr¡¡rction of
pH at 25oC. Polynuclear species form only at pH values
below 5 /11/.

The information on loss of expandability and reduction of cation
exchange capacíty is extensive (e.9. /35, 73, 137/r. of interest
is the observation that the exchange capacity returns to j-ts
original value after several months with high aluminiu¡t content
and gibbsite is formed /170/. The instabilÍty of the hydroxide
interlayers with a hígh aluminium loading and a high toHl,/tAll
ratío is well-known ,/137/. lhJ.s phenomenon should occur only
rarely in nature because only incomplete aluminium hydroxide
Ínterlayers form in the clay minerals in the grround and exist in
an insular for:n or at the edges of the smectite crystals.

It is to be expected ín the repository that, besides chloriti-
sation of the montmorillonite þ aluminiun, a similar reaction
could occur through interaction with the canister corrosion
products. Interlayers of iron(III)-hydroxides are rarely found
Ín clay minerals from soils because of the low availability of
íron in comparison with aluminium (Figure 87)¡ these products
can however be readily synthesised /137/. They appear to be less
stable than the aluminium analogues.
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Distribution of iron(III)-hydroxo complexes in
equilíbriun with goethite (s-FeOOH) as a function of pH
at, 25oC. Polynuclear species form only at pH values
below 3 /11/.
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However, the reducing environment in a repository is different
to the conditions in ventilated soils. There is no known work on
the reaction of rnagnetite with bentonite but Linn and Whittig
/93/ s]r¡ø¡t that iron(Il) plays a role under reducing conditions.
As shown in Figure 88, the FeOH+ complex can make up a
sigmificant percentage of the available divalent. iron and can be
preferentially sorbed by montmorillonite. Polynuclear complexes
of iron(Il) are unknown. Possible (e.9. radiolytic) oxidation of
emplaced iron(Il) could lead to hydroxíde layers.

No specÍfic information on the behaviour of montmorillonite in a
repository can be derived from Gerstl and Baninrs work /57/ on
fe(IIl- /fe(III) transformat,ions in clay mínerals.

The reactions between bentonite and rnagmetite ¡mrst therefore be

investigated experimentally with reference to a repository. The
formation of iron-rich clay minerals such as grreenalÍte and
cronstedtite which have a structure similar to kaolinite cannot
be nrled ouL /63/. The effects of possible chloritisation or
formation of new phases on the efficiency of the bentonite
barrier have also to be assessed from the point of view of the
bentonite/magmetite quantity ratios (ca. 10:1 as voltme
proportions).

6.6 Resistance to radiation

After the steel canister has been corroded through, nuclides
will be released from the glass¡ pass through the canister
corrosLon products and then be sorbed by the bentonite. Íhe
montnrorillonÍte structure can be destroyed by the decay of these
nuclídes at their sorption positions.

The q,-doses required for metamictisation have been investigated
in connectíon wíth the solidification of high-level waste in
crystalline materiaLs /59/. These are in the order of 1019
disintegratíons per cm3 *). An expansion of a few percent is
usually linked with loss of the lattice periodicity.

*) Metamictisation ís understood to mean the crystallÍne anorphous trans-
formation. The structural damage in high-Ievel waste is caused. almost
exclusively by o-particles and their recoil nuclei.
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correspond.ing investigations of cray minerals are scant. when
assessing the possible effects of metamictisation of
montmorÍlronite, the forlowing poínts are to be taken into
account:

- some of the q-emitters decay before reaching the bentonite

- there are 32.7 m3 of bentonite for 150 titres of glass

- the total sorption capacity of the bentonite is not btocked by
actinides

- even if the montmorillonite structure is destroyed, the
anorphous arteration product stitl has a sorption capacÍty.

rt appears from investigations with sorbed Es-253 on nontmoril-lonÍte, kaotinite and attapurgÍte /60/ tnat a dose of around
4'1018 o,/g completely aestioys the structure. rt was, however,
observed that the remaining amorphous materÍar continues to sorb
the einsteinium.

The percentage of metamíctised. montmorÍrronite can now be
estimated for a swÍss repository on the basis of thÍs criticar
dose. For each glass canister (0.15 m3), there are g.g.104 tcg of
bentonite with a montmorÍrronite content of ca. 7oz /102/. rt,
can further be deduced from /179/ tnax the cumulative o-dose inthe waste in 106 years wÍIl be approximately 5.1025 q,/mJ or
7.5.1024 disintegrations per 1S0-litres g1aãs. This íssufficient to metamictise 1.9.103 Lg of montmorillonite wtrich
corresponds to only 3t of the material present,

rn reality, the central areas of the backfirl wourd. naturarry be
more extensively damaged than the peripherar zones. However,
this does not arter the conclusion that the expected, damage
hardly affecÈs the bentonite at aII.

vlith an expect,ed canister lifetime of more than 1000 years, theeffect of ß- and y-radiation on the backfirl is negligible.
Besides, these types of rad,iation affect the properties of crayminerals only very srightly. Ay-dose of 3.1010 rads (co-60,
corresponding to around 10¿u Ê-¿isintegrat,ions p., *3) causes
no detectable (by X-ray) structural alterations in the bentonite(p.42 in /7/). During irradiation, signifícant quantities of
carbon dioxide and hydrogen form from organic i:npuríties and
sorbed water. rt is noted that radÍolyticalry induced red,uction'of iron(rrr) could lead to formation of interstrat,ifications in
smect,ite.

According t'o invest,igations by spitsyn /151/, y-radíation and
accererated electrons cause an insrease in cation exchange
capacity and a reduction of the crystarlographic c-axis (Tabre
18). The expandabirity remains the same aftei írradiation.Fínarly, reference shourd be nade to the fact, that y-radiation
with co-60 up to 9.5'109 rad.s has no significant infruence on
the water permeability of compacted bentonite.
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Table 18: The effect of y- and electron radiation on the
sorption capacity and, position of the (001)-latt'ice
parameter of nontmorillonÍte /151/.
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MODIFICATION OF THE BACKTILL MATERIAL

Arthougür bentonites largely fulfir the requirements mentioned in
the Íntroduction for a backfilr materiar, there remains the
question whether individuar properties of the backfilr require
to be improved by specific additions.

Modification of the physíco-mechanical properties - for exampre
by addition of siríca sand or crushed break-out rnaEeríaL /72,
158/ 'is not deart with here. The chemical properties which can
be modified are

- the buffer capacity (pHr redox potential)
- the retention capacity for specific nuclides
- the effect on corrosion of the steer canister and the glass

matrix.

since it can be assumed that the bentoníte increases the pH of
the inflowing groundwater /176/, improvement of the pH-buffering
is not necessary. As bentonites contain nostry iron(rr) (e.g.
0.6 to 1.5t in M¡(-80 /169/1, the backfÍll arso has a certain
redox capacity. However, in the swiss concept, a sufficientry
rarge redox capacity is introduced into the repository by the
steer canister and, its corrosÍon products /133/. rt is therefore
unnecessary to modify the backfilt in thÍs respect.

Bentonites are poor sorbents for anions (TcO¿-, I-) and various
cations such as Npo2+. rn sarine waters, cs* and sr2+ are onry
mod'erately sorbed. The riterature therefore occasionarly
recommends the addition of specific sorbenÈs to the bentonite
/17' 25' 115/. The selection given in Table 19 shourd include
activated carbon for adsorption of TcO4- /l1S/.

Ag can be assumed f1o4 sectÍon 5.3, the long-rived nuclides99Tco4-, 129r- and 237Npo2+ could onry decay within the backfirl
with unrealistically high Kd-values. rf it Ís also taken into
account that technetium and neptunium are reduced by the redox
buffer to the better sorbed rv oxidation state, Èhen addition of
specific sorbents for these nuclides in the hígher oxidation
states is not, efficient. This is also true for sr-90 and cs-137
which decay before the canister fails because of their harf-
lives of around. 30 years.
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TabLe 19: Possib1e specific sorbents for addition to ttre
backfíll material.
Ln: lanthanides. Act¡ actini-des /17/.

Under the anaerobic condítions in a sealed repository, the
bentonite has no adverse effect on the corrosion behaviour of
the steel canister /148/ and the expected lifetime of 1000 years
/109/ should be exceeded' /'102/. As significant lengrthening of
the canister lifetÍme can enhance repository safety, the
possibitity of adding corrosion inhibitors should not be
ignored. Addition of phosphate \das suggested /60/. It still
remaLns to be clarified whether or not the inhibiting effect
leads to a signÍficantly lower corrosion rate.

The dissolution rate of borosilicate glasses is increased by
bentonite and by the canister corrosion products /61/ so that
the addition of an inhibitor is to be considered for glass
corrosÍon. Introduction of the inhibitor between the glass
container and the steel canister is preferential to additíon to
the bentoníte /61/.
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all Act
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8 SUMMARY OVERVIE!{

Bentonites are clays with a high montmorilronite content. Ttrey
are selected as a backfill materiar because of their swelring
capability and, their sorption behaviour with respect to cations.
The propertÍes to be discussed are crosery linked with the
montmorirlonite rayer structure. The extent of the rayer charge
and the nature of the interlayer cations can vary these
properties widely.

8. 1 Clayr/water systems

- Bentonite affects the \¡'rater composition by saturation of the
water with montmorillonite and by ion-exchange. These
reactions lead, to an increase in pH with varues in the range g
to 10 to be expected,. I1lÍte formation and the oxid,ation of
organic and surphidic impurities in the bentonite wíIr tend to
lower t'he pu. rf these reacÈions occur srowry, the acid formed
can be br¡ffered by the bentonite.

- swerring of montmorirlonite in a restricted. vorume causes a
swerling pressure to build up which is in the same order as
the liÈhostatic pressure in the repository. Under these
conditions, the water content, of the bentonite is below 30È.
This corresponds to a water uptake of at most. four
interst'itiaI water layers or an interlayer spacing of 1 nm.

A simple correlation between swelling pressure and water
act,ivity can be derived. on a thermodynamic basis and arrows
swelling pressure to be estj:nated from water vapour ad.sorption
isotherms. The link between swe1líng pressure and the
rerativery easiry deter¡uinable heat of imnersion is more
comprex because it sontaÍns an entropy term which cannot be
ignored. These relationships are of pracÈical use because they
avoid costly swellíng pressure measurements.

According to this thermodynamic concept, physicar qualitíes of
nacroscopíc cLay/water systems are used to assess swelling
pressr¡re. other moders describe the swelling pressure as the
difference in osmotic pressure between the outer solution and
the interlayer fluid or as superposition of a repulsion of theerectrical doubte layer and. a van der vlaals attractíon (DLVO
model). These models are not suitable for describing the
swerrÍng in the case of smarl interlayer spacing. The DLVO
model fails compretery because Ít does not take accor¡nt of the
sorvation forces which beco¡ne effective at À < 5 nm. A semi-
empirical model which describes the swelríng pressure as a
function of layer charge density and layer spacing courd be
used as a rougùr approximation. rts appricabiriÈy to swelring
pressures above 7 bars has not yet been confirmed,.

- The water activity of the expanded bentonite in the repository
will be significantly rower than 1. This can have an effect, on
the kinetics of chemical reactions and on ionic equitibria.
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8.2 The sorption behavíour of montmorillonÍte

Cation adsorption on montmorillonite can only partly be
described as exchange of interlayer ions. To some extent, cation
adsorption also occurs through complexation with surface oH

groups. The relevant nrodel which was developed on oxidic
surfaces also forns the basis for understanding adsorption of
anions and weak acids. If adsorption occurs as cation exchange¿
its extent depends strongly on the salinity of Èhe vrater.

The ínterpretatíon of literature sorPt,ion data (K¿ values) from
a theoretical vÍewpoint is rarely completely possible. The

result of this is that conservatíve sorption data have to be
used for safety analyses /10'l/. The estimation of the
temperature-dependence of adsorption also causes difficulties
because of the contradÍctions in ttre data material.

8.3 Diffusion in compacted bentonite

Diffusion through a porous medium retarded by sorption can, in
principle, be determined from the diffusivity of a non-sorbable
ion and the K¿ value determined by batch test. This procedure
can 1ead to false resultsr for whích there are basically two
reasons !

- The classic pore model (diffusion in pore-water, adsorptíon on
pore walls) is inadequate because an additional surface
diffusion ís to be talcen into account in compacted bentonite.

- K¿ values are generally dependent on the solid/solution ratio.
The data from diluted suspensions cannot be applíed to a
system with a very high solid content without additional
checking.

For these reasons, direct diffusion measurements on compacted
bentonite are preferred. The apparent, diffusivities determined
in non-stationary tests lie in the range of 10-10m2's-1 for non-
sorbable materials down to 1g-14¡2's-1 for tri- and quadrivalent
actinides.

Anions show abnormal diffusion behaviourr which is again linked
to the nontmorillonite structure.

The electrical conductivity and gas Penneability of the
bentonite are of interest from ttre poinL of view of canister
corrosion. The conductivíty at 10-4 Çl-lqn-l (30t water content)
is ín a favourable range. Specía1 investigati-ons have shown that
the hydrogen produced by corrosion can escape without an
unacceptably high pressure builil-up in the repository.
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8.4 The stability of montmorillonite

- The thermal stabilÍty of dry bentonite is assured over
georogicar t.Íme periods at a repository temperature of around
60oc. The interlayer water is given off at temperatures of 100
to 200oc. lrith the exception of speciar cases which are not
relevant for a repository, this reaction is reversible. The
spritt.ing-off of water from structurar oH ions occurs onry at,
temperatures over 300oc. rrreversible arteration of swerring
capability and. cation exchange capacity during a dry phase in
t'he inítiar period (T 

=150oc) 
is therefore not to be expected.

- The ranges of Èhermodlmamic stabirity of the expandabre rayer
silicates rure out, large variat.ions in water composition. Ttre
composition of granitic waters often ries outwith these linits
(Figrure 73). on the other hand, the compositíon of ¡nre-watersfrom cray format,ions adhere crosery to the montmorilronite/
illite and the montmorilronite/kaorinite stabírity rimiÈs
(Figrure 75). However, the prevailing conditions in the
repository are practicarry stagmant and, complete restructuring
of the montmorillonite is not to be expected (,,self-buffering"
according Xo /5a/).

- The react,ion series of smectite alteration with a high cLay/
water ratio lead, dependÍng on the nature of the interlayer
ions and the dissolved ions, in the direction of mica or
chrorite structures. No externar aruminir¡m source is necessary
for Íncreasing the layer charge (il1itísation) and formation
of aruminium hydroxíde interrayers simirar to chrorite. The
aruminium is provided by dissorved. montmorilronite fractions.

- For illitisation of montmorÍrronite, Lhe tetrahedrar rayer
charge must be increased by isomorphic sr¡bstitution and
potassir:n must also be present. If only one of these
conditions is fulfilled, there is no irreversible layer
collapse at repository temperature.

rf the pot'assium supply is taken to be rate-d,eterminÍng for
illite formation, it, can be est,imated for the condit,ions to be
expected in a swiss repository that, consÍderably more than 106
years would be necessary for complete alteration of the
montmorillonite.

Evaruation of natural anarogie investigatíons also leads to
the conclusion that a drastic alterat,íon Ín cation exchange
capacity, expandability and hydrautic conductivity of the
repository backfill is not to be expected at 60oc during times
in excess of 106 years. Arthough formation of irlite/smectíte
Ínterstratifications cannot be ruled out, they wilr not read
to a drastic drop in backfill quality.

Kinetic data on the smectite-ilrite arteration obtained from
laboratory experiments vary to a narked extent and uncertain-
ties exist about the reaction mechanism. Large discrepancies
exist ín the activation energíes which ¡nakes extraporation to
repository temperatures impossible. compared with data frorn
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natural analogrues, kinetic data from laboratory tests are
rather conservative.

Experimental investigations also show ín particular that
calciun and magnesium inhibit illitisation. Calcium-bentonite
would therefore be more suitable than sodium-bentonite.
Experiments also show that complete illítisation is not, to be
expected: the alteratíon products contain interstrat,ifica-
tions.

The layer charge in iron-contaÍning montmorillonite can be
increased by reductÍon of the iron. It is therefore
recommended that bentonites with as low an Íron content as
possíble should be used as a backfill. This point is also of
ínterest frør the ¡nint of view of interactions between
bentonite and the canister corrosion products.

- The formatÍon of hydroxide interlayers similar to chlorite Ín
mont¡norillonite is a problern which has not yet been dealt with
in disposaL literature. Such chloritisation could - in the
s¿rme rilay as Íllitisation - impair the expandability, cation
exchange capacity and hydraulÍc conductivÍty of the backfill.
Partial chloritisation þr aluminium is guite co¡n¡non ín soil3
but thís phenomenon does not appear to be significant at
bentonite deposits. It is, however, possible that anomalies in
the swelling behaviour of particular bentonites could be
explained by partial chloritisatíon. It can be concluded
overall that chloritisation wiII not have a long-term
detrimental effect on the propertÍes of the repository
backfíll. Excluded from this are disposal sites where the
water has a sígmificantly higher magmesium content tÌ¡an shown
to date by analysis. Chlorite could be formed in such a case.
The question remains open whether chloritisation of
montmorillonÍte can be caused by iron from the canister
corrosion products. This problen should be investigated
experimentally.

- RadioactÍve decay is not expected to have a detrimental effect
on the backfitl. Although metamictisation of montmorillonite
as a result of q-disintegrations cannot be ruled out, it is
estimated that only 3t of the material used will be affected.
The amorphous reaction products stÍll act as sorbents.

8.5 !,[odíf ication of the backfill materíal

Additíons to bentonite to increase or improve the buffer
capacity (pH, redox potential) and the sorption behaviour do not
appear necessary ín the light of the current repository concept.
Although the bentonite accelerates glass corrosion, there is no
reason to add an inhibitor to this reaction to the backfill.
Since the canister corrosion products also speed up the glass
corrosion rate, such an inhibitor could advantageously be placed
between the glass container and the steel canister. on the other
hand, additives whích inhibit, steel corrosion can be expected to
further lengthen the canister lÍfetime.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMIT,IENDATIONS

9.1 Conc].usions

Because of low water flow
bentonite wiII modífy the
water. The most. irnportant
Isolated indications of a
further attention.

116

and the high solid/water ratio, the
composition of the inflowing ground-
change is an increase in the pH.
possible drop in pH should be gÍven

9

The properties of the backfill will not alter markedly during a
period, of around 106 years. In particular, irreversible
alteration of the montmorillonite during the initial dry period
with increased teÍiperature is not expected. The format.ion of
illite/smectite interstratifications cannot be ruled out on the
long term but complete illitisation of montmorillonite is highty
unlikely on kinetic grounds and because of the limited potassium
supply from the groundwater. Smectites with I,/S interstratifi-
cations st.ill have good swelling and sorption properties.
Alteration of montmorillonite to non-expandable chlorite is only
possible in magnesium-rich waters such as have not yet been
encountered in the Nagra boreholes.

Vtith the given quantity ratios¡ radioactive decay can be ruled
out as having a negatÍve effect on the bentonj-te. However, the
possibility remains of the montmorillonite being altered by
reacÈions with the canister corrosion products, in which case
the high bentonite/Lron ratio i-s to be taken into account,.

Under repository conditions, the swelling of montmorillonit,e on
uptake of water is pr.i.marily innercrystalline; osmot,ic swelling
is insigmificant. Although there is as yet no quantitative
microscopic model for evaluat.ing swelling pressure, this can be
estimat.ed from the heat of jmmersion or from water vapour
adsorption isotherms with the aid of thermodynamic relat.ion-
ships. The water activitiy in expanded bentonite is sigrnifi-
cantly lower than 1. The sorption and retention behaviour of the
bentonite can be explained, qualitat,ively by the co¡nbined, action
of ion exchange and reactions with surface OH groups. For a
better quantitative understanding, it would be desirable to have
more parameter studies'rather than accumulation of empirical
distribution coefficients. The result of this would presumably
be that less conservat.ive K¿-values could be used in the safety
considerations. The effect of temperature on sorption appears to
be small but U-terature data are, ùo some extent, conÈradictory.

In a later plannj-ng stage, a choice will have to be mad,e between
a Ca-bentonÍte and an Na-bentonite. Apart from ùhe better avail-
abÍIity of Ca-betonites in Europe, Ca-montmorillonÍte has a
lower tendency to illitisation than the Na variant.. As swelling
und.er repository conditions is purely innercrystalline, Na-
montmorillonite offers no.advantages in this respect. However,
when selecting a bentonite, the contents of organic and
sulphidic impuritj-es and the iron content of the montmorirronite
should also be taken j-nto account.
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9.2 Recommendations for further work

Open questions stil1 remain, particularly with reference to
reactions of bentonj-te wj-th the canister corrosion products and
alteration of the groundwater pH by the bentonite. These tvro
aspects should be investigat,ed experiment.ally. It should be
possible, to a large errtent,, to combine these investigat.ions
with the current experiments on steel corrosion i-n benÈonite.

There should also be further investigati-on of how the decreased
water activity affects the modelling of chemical equilibri-a in
bentoniÈe.

Further investÍgations of the sorption behaviour of bentonite
should, place more emphasis on the basic understandÍng of
measured phenomena. Thj-s is important because, in contrast with
formation of surface complexes, sorption through ion-exchange
depends strongly on the salinity of the water.
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